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Arg;is insoected: This inspection was performed to determine the adequacy of surveillance
tests to demonstrate the design safety functions of the High Pressure Coolant injection
System, the Low Pressure Coolant injection System, and the Filtrati3n, Recirculation, and
Ventilation System. Surveillance test procedures were compared to design basis safety
function requirements delineated in design specification documents, the Updated Final Safety
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Analysis Report, anc ae Technical Specifications, Periodic surveillance testing performed o,
these systems is one measure of their ability to perform satisfactorily and to provide
protection to public health and safety during abnormal plant conditions or events.

inspection Results: (Provided in the Executive Summary)

_
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liKECUTIVE SJJMhMRY

This inspection was an in-depth engineering review of the existing surveillance tests
performed on selected safety systems. The ability of these safety systems to meet challenging
plant conditions is revealed to a large extent by periodic surveillance tests. The inspectors
assessed the extent to which design basis functional testing was reflected in the licensee's test
program, and to which the existing surveillance test procedures demonstrated the ability of
safety systems to meet their essential safety functions under design basis conditions. Three
inspectors performed this inspection at the Hope Creek Generating Station, in Hancocks
Bridge, New Jersey from April 6 through 21, 1992.

The High Pressure Coolant injection (HPCI) System, the Low Pressure Coolant injection
(LPCI) System, and the Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation System (FRVS) were

-

reviewed. Both the Technical Sp cification (TS) required surveillances and the non-TS
testing for these systems and components were examined to deGne the overall scope of
periodic tests. Test acceptance criteria and actual test results were compared to the
requirements contained in system design and test speci6 cations, the Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR), and equipment design and test specifications provided oy vendors
and manufacturers. These documents were examined in an item-by-item comparison of the
current requirements in each of the essential functional areas. The matrix charts contained in
Attachments A, B, and C were developed for this purpose.

The inspection centered upon the major thermal-hydraulic and mechanical parameters such as
Guid flow, pump head, fan capacity, 61ter efficiency, and MOV stroke times which
characterize the performance of systems and their major components. The inspectors
reviewed test program arcat which required con 6rmation of design basis functions. A
detailed review of test procedures was performed which included procedures designed to test
and calibrate the installed plant instrumentation used to obtain official test data.

-

The current surveillance testing performed on the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HP''I)
-

and Low Pressure Coolant injection (LPCI) systems adequately demonstrated that the
systems' design basis safety functions would be fulnlled under accident conditions. Overall,
the licensee's surveillance test program specified tests which demonstrated the required
operat)ility and the ability of these systems to function in accordance with design safety
requirements.

Denciencies existed in a lack of testing the Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation System
to periodically demonstrate that the design functions of the Auto Lead / Auto-Start circuits to
detect a failure of the lead ventilation unit and start the standby ventilation unit and thus
ensuring the availability of the system during accident conditions. These deficiencies resulted
in a violation of NRC requirements to ensure adequate testing of design safety functions in an
engineered safety feature system.

A Deviation from UFSAR commitments was identified in LPCI system surveillance test
procedures which incorrectly specified the maximum opening time of the LPCI injection
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valves used by safety analysis for LOCA conditi..ns. Test procedures allowed these valves to.

open within 27 seconds. The safety analysis assumed they would open within 24 seconds,

Unresolved items represented NRC concerns in four areas: (1) the current status of the HPCI
pump controller calibration coald not be determined; (2) the HPCI pump Wow is set to_

operate on the lower limit allowed in the safe;7 malysis, and no defined margin existed; (3) a
two minute time delay in the FRVS ventilation system was not reflected in the drawdown
analysis; and (4) the UFSAR indicated that a HEPA filter high differential pressure alarm
exists which could not be located in the FRVS. These items are pending further review by

the licensee and the NRC.

Inappropriate a:ceptance criteria were observed in some surveillanc,: test procedures. This
- did not directlj affect system operability and did not invalidate any HPCI, LPCI, or FRVS_

test data that was reviewed. However, the inappropriate use of acceptance criteria applicable ,

to system response characteristics for individual component performance appeared to be
widespread. Also, a lack of post-test data reviews by the Technical Department was of
particular concern. The Technied Department does not currently have a requirement to

,

perform post-test reviews. An oit-of-calibration HPCI pump controller during the last
system functional test was one example of a deficient test condition which could have been
detected in.this manner. Inconsittent test methodology ir. the LPCI system could also have
been seen by system engineers, aid represented a case where indications of significant
component degradation went unevaluated. These situations were not unsidered to be
isolated; however, the immediate operability of these systems was not directly affected in
these cases.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Bnckground

Althogh reauired Technical Specification ;TS)! surveillance tests are p.:rformed on safety
systems in nuc" ear power plants, the systems may not be routinely tested to an extent that
demonstrates ti eir capability to satisfy design basis safety function requirements. In these
cases, the surv :illance tests do not measure full system performance capabilities although they
may achieve tl e specific TS acceptance criteria required for operability. Sometimes the tests
may be inadec uate, although they may appear to achieve the desired results. At other times,
the TS may not require tests which fully demonstrate the system's overall functiona! ability to
respond to seiere transient or accident conditions.

Inherent limitations exis, becane integrated system testing often cannot be performed when
the plant is at normal operating temperature and pressure. Therefore, test results must often
lie extrapolated to accident or transient conditions. Also, many tests are not performed as
integrated system tests with the various system configurations or alignments they would
automatically assume in response to an abnormal event. Systems which have degraded from
their original design condition can mask certain functional parameters if testing is not broad
or thorough enough to adequately measure a system's performance or to derive a justified
conclusion on its ability to meet design conditions. This inspection examined three
engineered safety feature systems in depth to determine if their safety functions were
adequately demonstrated by testing.

| 1.2 Orgnnization of This Report
|'
I

This report is divided into two major sections. First, the text portion provides an overview
of the licensee's engineering and test programs related to the systems reviewed and bricDy
describes the system design safety functions. The report contains the inspectors' evaluations
of the extent to which the safety functions were reflected in the test program documents and
the adequacy of specific surveiltance test procedures.;

i

The second part, the matrix charts in Attachments A, B, and C provide more detailed system;

!' descriptions with engineering design specifications and technical informr. tion related to their
safety functions and their principle active components. The charts can be used for a
one-by-onc comparison of the specific content of design level documents with the Technical

|
Specincation and test procedure requirements and parameters relating to each safety function.
Each matrix permits a detailed review of how the deGned safety functions are translated into
operational requirements and surveillance test acceptance criteria. The charts vary somewhat
in the way they represent safety functions; however, each system is represented in a manner

|
,

' Attachment F provides a table of acronyms and abbreviations used in this report.
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suitable to the description of its design basis and the test procedures applicable to it. Brief
results of recent system testing are also provided in the matrix charts.

1.3 Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the critical functional parameters of active mechanical and electrical
system components (motors, pumps, valves, fans, instruments, etc.) of three engineered
safety feature systems. The High Pressure Coolant injection (HPCI) System, the Low
Pressure Coolant injection (LPCI) System, and the Filtration, Recitculation, and Ventilation
System (FRVS) were reviewed to compare their design basis safety requirements to
acceptance criteria and actual test data in both TS and non-TS surveillance tests. Parameters
were reviewed such as pump flow, differential pressure, and net positive suction head which
are associated directly with safety functions defined in the design basis for the system. Other
parameters such as pump run times, valve stroke times, and motor horse power were also
examined because they directly affect a system's or component's ability to meet design
requirements. MOVATS testing of motorized valve actuators were not included; however,
system actuation response times were included. Valve stroke times and flow rates normally
checked during ASME Code Section XI periodic tests were included.

Some design functions are not amenable to periodic surveillance testing during normal plant
operations. However, much of the test data for HPCI and LPCI active components taken
under specified test conditions did not have to be extrapolated to accident conditions since
some testing was specifically required by TS to be conducted at real or simulated normal
plant conditions. For example, system pumps that fall under the ASME Code Section XI

|
requirements were tested under simulated " normal" plant conditions.

The entire functional design bases for these systems are not represented in the attached matrix
charts. However, the essential safety functions are represented as they existed in source

|
documents available during the inspection. The existing test specification documents, the

| Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), manufacturers equipment specifications,

j etc., were used as valid engineering bases for the safety functions of these systems.

| 1A Persons Contacted
!

See Attachment D

| 2.0 tilGH PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION (IIPCI) SYSTEM
|

2.1- System Purpose

The inspector reviewed the HPCI functions which provide immediate high pressure injection
to the reactor vessel fol'owing receipt of a drywell high pressure or reactor vessel low water
level signal. These signals are indicative of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or a severe ,

transien* which could result in inadequate core cooling. The HPCI system provides
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-immediate makeup to the reactor vessel to ensure that core cooling is maintained under design
basis conditions.

2.2 IIPCI System Design Ilasis and Safety Functions

The HPCI system is an engineered safety feature and is in the network of the emergency core
cooling systems (ECCS) designed to protect against and mitigate the consequences of design
basis accidents. The system is designed to limit fuel and cladding temperatures below their
safety limit in the event of a LOCA which does not immediately depressurize the primary
system. The HPCI System supplies the required water volume and now rate. Upon receipt
of an actuation signal from low reactor water level or high drywell pressure, steam is
admitted to the HPCI pump turbine, the HPCI pump suction opens to the CST, and the HPCI
flow test line isolates. The HPCI pump develops suf6cient head to restore and maintain RPV
water level during a small break LOCA. While the pump maintains RPV pressure, the water
leve! rise:. A high level setpoint then trips the pump turbine and HPCI flow ceases. The
system will cycle on and off to maintain adequate core cooling as primary plant cooldown
proceeds. Pump turbine speed is controlled at a constant value (4125 rpm) by a pump
discharge flow demand signal transmitted through a controller to the turbine control valve.
In this manner, pump flow is maintained constant at 25600 gpm as required by the HPCI
safety analysis. Figure A, Attachment A, is a flow diagram.

Approximately one half of the total HPCI flow is diverted into one of the CS spargers. This
delivers cooling water directly to the reactor core immediately above the active fuel region
and provides additional reflooding from inside the core shroud. It also prevents the loss of
some HPCI flow that would otherwise occur through a RPV recirculation line bieak.

,

However, the possibility of a high positive. mactivity addition through the CS line during
certain analyzed ATWS conditions requires tnat the total HPCI flow through this line be
limited to s3000 gpm. This is accomplished through a flow orifice in the HPCI branch line
and by limiting total HPCI flow to <6060 gpm.

Startup of the HPCI system is completely independent of ac power. Only DC power from
the station batteries and steam extracted from a main steam line are necessary for the system

to function.

The inspector categorized the critical safety functions of the HPCI System in several areas
,

! which are detailed in the matrix charts in Attachment A. These functions provide the
immediate accident mitigating capabilities of the HPCI System, and also protect the integrity
of the HPCI System. These major functions are:

1. System response to actuation signals
2. Availability of the system flow path
3. Adequate pump and turbine performance
4. Adequate NPSH to the pumps

,

L 5, Operational readiness of MOVs

I
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6. Full flow capabilhy of check valves
7. Overpreuute protection

(he licensee had not developed a Design llasis Ibeument (DilD) for the High Pressure
Coolant injection System. A DilD will be written when a contract is secured; however, this
had not yu occurred. IIquipment Specifications and Design, Installation and Test
Sircifications used by the NSSS vendor (General lilectric) provided detailed descriptions of
the original specifications relaad to the llPCI System and the critical functional requirements
that the system wa designed to meet. Some component manuft.cturers' specifications were
also used as source documents in defining th design bases for the system.

2.3 UI'SAll nnd TL Description of IIPCI
-

The Updated Facility Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), Section 3.1,6 enbed detailed
references to 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria wbC) applicable to the
llPCI system. 11xplicit statements in the UFSAR described capabilities designed into the
llPCI system to demonstrate the GDC requirements (nat design basis functions be testable.
The UFSAR contained separate sections devoted to descripaans of testing performed to meet
design requirements. These sections provided the UFSAR descriptions of IIPCI safety
functions in the Attachment A matrix.

The Teshnical Specifications (TS) for liCGS were standardiicd in format and content. The
,

surveillance requirements contained in them emphasired speciGe system and component
operability requirements. The sections which addressed the IWergency Core Cooling System
defined primary p'.mt operating modes for which IIPCI System operability is required. The

-

TS Ilases section stated that the existing surveillance requirements ensure that overall system
functional capability is maintained comparable to the original design standards. The TS
described specific tests with acceptance crit ria for parameters such as pune Dow and -

identified specine check valves which must meet design leak rates, in most cases, the TS
detailed specific acceptance criteiia, an't listed the specific components required to be tested
for system operability. The TS liases sections often made explicit reference to the design
basis functional requirements of the llPCI System. The sections
provided the TS descriptions of safety function requirements in the Attachment A matrix.

2.4 IIPCI System Surrellh nce Testing

The injection function of the llPCI System was tested by a series of procedures designed
primarily to fulfill the TS requirements for system and component operability, hiost of the
HPCI dystem active components (pumps, MOVs, check valves, etc.) were subjected to the
periodic testing requirements prescribed by ASME Section XI (IWP-3000 and IWV-3000,
1983 version). The safety functions defined in paragraph 2.2 above are not necessarily
identical to the syst:m functions described in the UFSAR, or the TS: however, they represent
the inspectors' descriptions of system functions described in multiple types of design
documents. They provide a convenient way to group the functions of the major active

- - - - - ____ _ - _ _ - - -- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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components and to describe the surveillance tests which verify that these functions can be
achieved.

The inspector reviewed the testing of IIPCI sys!cm functional parameters used to confirm the ,

system's capabihty to meet its design requirements. The llPCI System was designed to allow
t(sting during plant operations. Conse aently, features were provided in the design to make
this possible. For examnle, test flo'y lines were installed to permit pump testing without
injecting water to the RPV daring normal plant operation and drains were provided for leak
testing primary system bounda,y valves.

During normal plant operation, the HPCI System is con 0gured so that a minimum number of ,

component actions are required to accomplish injection to the RPV. Availability of the entire
flow path requires that MOVs reposition to align the CSI' with the HPCI flow path and to
isolate others. itepositioning isolation valves in the HPCI pump discharge header is also
required floweser,'since the system can be temporarily out of its normal configuration for
automatic injection, MOVs were tested to verify that the proper flow paths can be made ,

available to meet the minimum injection flow delivery times assumed in the plant's safety
_

analysis. Consequently, all MOVs in the lih t System injection fiow paths are stroke tested
periodically to verify that they meet their maumum cycle times detined by the 15T program.
In addition, all HPCI valve positions are verified weekly by plant operators.

Assuring the availability of the injection flow paths also required testing of the full stroke or
full Dow capability of system check valves. The licensee performed surveillance tests for full
stroking of all HPCI System check valves (ASME Section XI, Category A) rcquired to prs
the minimum Cow during safety injection. This testing adequately demonstrated that these ,

valves could meet their minimum design flow requirJments.

The HPCI pump was tested on a monthly basis in accordance with the HCGS IST program.
Performance parameters stipulated by ASMf:, Section XI, such as suction pressure, discharge
head, and pump d/p were clearly tested and recorded in surveillance piocedures. Pump flow
tests included data for the adequacy of recirculation minimum flow required to ensure that the

'

pumps could operate for a specified minimum time withc3 overheating. Since HPCI pump
test conditions required speed and flow to be constant, discharge pressure was adjusted to iL

simulate normal primary system pressure. The data obtained for pump d/p was then
| compared to the baseline tolerance permitted by ASME Section XI. This test method

simplified the determination of pump operability since only one parameter needed to be
evaluated and a pump curve was not needed for the test. The UFSAR contained a HPCI
pump curve, but it was very inaccurate and did not represent the actual pump in the plant, it
also did not match the UFSAR text description of pump performance pammeters which did
accurately reflect design requirements for the pump. Subsequent to this inspection, the
licensee concluded that the curve was of no use for engineering or operating purposes and'

i decided to delete it from the UFSAR in its next revisicn. The curve contained in the
Vendor's Technical Manual (VTM) was a generic curve and aho did not represent the pump

i actually installed. The booster pump impeller was replaced in a previous outage, a.nd the

_-.__& _._ _._ _ - _ _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ __
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licensee did not have a curve available which represemed the existing pump. The licensee i
!

did not use a baseline performance curve for the test program since this pump was always
itested at a constant speed. Ilowever, the inspector reviewed data generated from a General

Electric Transient Analysis and Reporting System (GETARS) trace during an inadvettent ,

llPCI actuation which resulted from a recent feedwater transient. The llPCI pump data :

represented on this trace did not closely match surveillance test data Since GUTARS is not a
system used to record official plant pe formance data, this did not appear to be a signincant

. concern for punp performance capability. However, the inspector discussed these diffr cices
with the licensee and suggested that a certined test curve could provide useful empiric.n ;

information to .dd the evaluation of actual pump performance under injection conditiens.

The llPCI System contained a relief valve on the pump suction line which received periodic
setpoint adjustments and leak tests. The discharge piping is desigacd for RPV pressure and :

!

the injection paths relieve directly to the RPV. The HPCI turbine exhaust line is protected by:

overpressure burst disks and the CS and FW injection headers also contain relief valves. All
- relief valves were subjected to IST program requirements for periodic setpoint testing and
adjustment to system design pressures, All relief valves were maintained on a testing

'

schedule which ensured that their setpoints were tested and adjusted within the maximum time
'

interval allowed by ASME Section XI. The steam line rupture disks were not part of the IST
program since they were not a testable design. However, the disk manufacturer's general
recommendation was that they be replaced every five years. The licensee did not have a
planned activity to inspect or replace the disks at a defined interval and the inspector was
concerned that the disks could be subjected to degradation and premature rupture over an i

extended time period. Pressure ensors in the piping downstream from the disks initiate a
turbine trip and an isolation signal to the turbine steam inlet and outlet lines. Rupture of the
disks at lower than rated pressure could prematurely disable the HPCI system. An internal
action item was generated within the Technical Department to evaluate the need for periodic

' inspection or replacem...t of the disks. |

'

The inspector generally considered that the existing procedure requirements and acceptance
criteria were adequately specified to reflect design safety functions. Test acceptance criteria
contained an appropriate level of specificity and provided an acceptable range of tolerances

- for test data. Although most procedures contained clear acceptance criteria required for
operability determinations, the HPCI system time response test (HC.OP-ST.ilj.0001)
contained acceptance criteria that were not appropriate. The test combined the results of

. individual HPCI component and subsystem tests to calculate the total system response time
_from actuation signal to full flow delivery to the RPV. Acceptance criteria listed for some

!components (e.g, MOV stroke times) allowed the total system response time instead of the
-time limit appropriate for thd individual component functions. Also, procedure.

HC.OP-ST.40002 performed a manual initiation of Qe HPCI system and allowed the total
response time for automatic initiation (s35 sec). Manual initiation bypasses some automatic
actuation logic circui$s and typically requires =20 seconds to develop full system flow. The
licensee agreed that the acceptance should be appropriate to the individual test ; < componer.t

,
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and agreed to change was these picebres A change was initiated to llc.OP-ST.llJ-0002!

prior to the end of this inspection. |
,

B

The inspector identified additional concerns regarding acceptance criteria contained in the 18 :
i

month llPCI functional test procedure llc.OP ST.11J-0002. This test required that the llPCI
system flow be established at 25600 gpm. During the last test performed in February 1991,
the actual pump now indicated on a control room instrument was 5900 ppm when the pump !

controller was set at 5600 gpm. Since a note on the liPCI system P&lD indicated that the
feedwater portion of the total flow was required to be 2600 gpm i4% during the original ,

startup testing, this implied that the core spray portion would have been above the maximum!

allowable now of 3000 gpm during a system actuation. The llPCI functional test required
the pump to be set at 25600 gpm, but the procedure contained no limitation for the maximum
liPCI flow to prevent exceeding this limit. The licensee obtained detailed 00w data from
startup test records and calculated the actual Cow split to be =50.5% into the CS line and .

=49.5% into the FW line. A stripchart record made from M&TE attached to the flow
transmitter during the functional test indicated that total flow reached a maximum value

,

between 5850 5900 ppm. Using the above actual ratios, the flow into the CS line would
have been =2954 2980 gpm and =2896 2921 gpm into the FW line, and therefore, the 3000
gpm limit would not have been exceeded, llowever, as a result of this difference, the

,

licensee submitted an Engineering Work Request to evahiate the note on the P&lD to conGrmI

the final startup test now data and to change inappropriate or incorrect information on the

.

drawing. The onsite General Electric representative confirmed that the 3000 gpm was in fact -

i

the actual limit established by a safety analysis for postulated ATWS events at ilCGS.'

| hmce actual CS Dow was perm''ted to approach its maximum durmg the above test, the
inspector was further concerned ; hat the functional test procedure did not recogr. ire aI +

maximum total Dow (6060 gpm) that would be requited to maintain the CS portion below ,

3000 ppm. Although this maximum would not be exceeded if total flow was actually 5600
ppm, the procedures only required that total flow be 25600 gpm. Prior to the end of this
inspection, the beensec initiated procedure changes to the 18 montn functional test to ensure
that the total now limit is not exceeded.

The inspector was also concerned that the llPCI pump controller is normally set on exactlyi

5600 ppm for isT pump testing and for the normal standby condition. As defined by
UFSAR Section 6.3.2.2.1, "the minimum IIPCI now available,5600 ppm, was used in the
accident analysis for simulation of HPCI flow over the high pressure range." The UFSAR
did not provide any indication that some margin was available below this speciGed minimum

i

for core cooling. The licensee had no further information available except that some other
llWR facilities were known to also run their HPCI pump set right on the analyzed minimum.
This was the value specified during the startup test program by the NSSS vendor and the
licensee has used this vr.lue since then for that reason. The liCGS TS surveillance test
section required that the pump must demonstrate the ability to deliver 25600 gpm at a test
line pretsure corresponding to a RPV pressure of 2200 psig. The TS bases indicated that the

_ ___ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ ., _ _ _._ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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pump was designed to deliver 25tR) ppm at reactor pressures between i120 ai, 200 psig,
and that the capacity of the system was selected to provide the required core cot ,g .

If the pump now control circuit was at the lower limit of its accuracy (-2.22%; se, iaragraph
2.5 below) when the controller was set at 5600 ppm, it would allow the flow to be low as
5476 gpm, or approximately 124 gpm below the analyted safety limit. It may therch be
appropriate to set to controller at some nominal value above 5600 to ensure that liPCi ow
will always be above the safety limit and adequate for minimum core cooling. liowevt ', this
could not be determined during this inspection. Although it wa' 2 parent that some margin
may be available below the specified minimum, the safety analysis and the UFSAll currently

_

represent it as the minimum acceptabic. This item will remain unresolved pending further
review by the licensee and the NRC (URI 50 354/92 03-01). 1

2.5 Calibration of IIPCI System lustrumentation 4

The temperatures and volume of water supplies available to the 11PCl System (CST and -
suppression pool) are specified by TS operability requirements and typically verified by
surveillance procedures. During normal plant operations, water temperature and volume are

; verified on a frequent basis (each shift) by observing the installed instrumemation. in
L addition, minimum water volumes are also assured through active system alarms. The

instrumentation used to monitor and test these system parameters is required to be accurate
and within the required time limit for valid calibration. The inspector reviewed the
calibn. tion procedures for leve!, pressure, and temperature instruments on the large vessels to
verify that the calibrations were a;)propriate to the parameter monitored. The current status
of these calibrations was also reviewed and all were found to be within their valid time
period.

During a review of the latest lipCl functional ! cst, the inspector noted that the difference l
between the pump flow setpoint (5600 gpm) on the controller versus the indicMed how rate |
(5900 gpm) was too large for the controller to be within its calibrated tokrances (+3.41 %, |
-2.22%). Further investigation and discussion with I&C technicians and system engineers |
revealed that the now indicator was calibrated approximately one month prior to the system I
functional test, but the pump controller Cow contrat circuit has never been calibrated since

!
startup of the plant. These particular controlle:s (Bailey Model 721) were installed for both
the 11PCI and RCIC pumps and were consikred to be stable instruments by the licensee.
Consequently, their accuracy has never bcen checked. The instruments are a solid state
design and it is not useful to perform a standard static calibration at specific points over a
range of input and output signals. Instead, a dynamic balance on the controller must be
performed while installed in an overall instrument control loop. The inspector reviewed the
documented work history on this instrument and concluded that no dynamic testing had ever
been performed. A procedure was available to perform this activity, but the licensee was not
able to provide any evidence that this had ever been done. The activity was also not included
in the calibration program for safety related instruments. Ao l&C department supervisor
indicated that this was not considered necessary for this type of controller.
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Although the controller was out of calibration on the high side, and the actual pump now was
abave the minimy 1 required for adequate core cooling, no recent infoimation was available
to indicate the etm mt status of this device. No documentation of the actual setpoint versus
indicated flow haa acen made since this test was performed which would enable the stability.

of the instrument to be evaluated or trended. Also, the monthly IST pump test does not
require the flow setpoint to be recorded. The inspector was primarily concerned that the
controller was likely to be out of calibration and that the licensee had no recent data to
con 0rm its current calibration status. The licensee submitted a change to the monthly IST
pump test to require that the controller setpoint be recorded together with the indicated pump
Dow, in addition, for the next pump test, an M&Tli stripchart recorder will be connected to
the Dow transmitter to obtain detailed and accurate flow data. A determination of pump and
controller operability and the need for periodic calibration of the controller will be made ;

during this test. Pending the results of this test and subsequent review of the data by the j

licensee and the NRC, this item will remain unresolved (URI 50-354/92 03-02). |

The HPCI flow data from this test did not receive any post-test review by the Technical

J Department sysicm engineers. System engineering program documents did not identify post-

| test data review as a required responsibility of these engineers, although the licensee stated |
'

that it does occur. The inspector expressed concerns that without a program requirement for
a technical review of test procedures and data for acceptability beyond determinations for TS
operability by the Operations Department, the same type of problem represented by the
out-of calibration controller could be repeated in the future,

,

The inspector also reviewed the status of calibrations in other HPCI System instruments
recorded in test procedures, All instruments used were documented to have current

!

| calibrations. The M&TE used for the collection of acceptance test data was also verified to
be within current calibration for the completed test procedures reviewed.

'

2.6 Conclusions

Surveillance testing of the llPCI System at HCGS was generally adequate in existing
procedures. The testing demonstrated the ability to fulfill the system design basis safety
functions. With some exceptions the overall content of test results were suf0ciently detailed
and the test results verified that design safety functions were adequately tested. The
procedure revisions initiated during the inspection were adequate to address inspectors
concerns; however, additional evaluations will be required. Some inappropriate acceptance
criteria were identified, but within the areas reviewed, it was not evident that unacceptable
system performance had occurred and recent test results reviewed in this inspection were not
invalidated. Some corrective actions were initiated during the inspection.

1 ack of a defined acceptable margin for HPCI pump flow below the UFSAR limit of 5600
ppm does not represent an immediate safety or operability issue for the HPCI system;
however, operating at the stated limit does not permit calibration or readability errors in the
pump controller and assure pump flow above the defined limit. Lack of a defined margin

.._ ____ _ _.___..___ _ _ _._ _ _ _.__-- _ _ _ _ _._.
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could prevent timely assessment of an inaccurate pump controller if it drifted out of
calibration below the defined minimum limit.

The HPCI pump controller left outside of the calibratioi, limita ofter the last functional test
represents a potential operability concern for the pump. The next monthly pump IST will a
record of the flow setpoint to determine its current status. This condition has existed for over
a year because post test data reviews were not required and neither the operators or the
system engineers noted the out of calibration controller.

3.0 LOW PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION SYSTEM (LPCI)

^1 System Purpose.

The LPCI system (Attachment C, Figure C) is an operating mode of the Residual Heat
Removal (RilR) system that is automatically actuated by low water level in the reactor vessel
or high pressure in the drywell. The system is designed to provide cooling to the reactor
core only when the reactor vessel pressure is low, as in the case of a large break LOCA.
However, when the LPCI system operates in conjunction with the Automatic Depressuri7ation
System (ADS), the effective core cooling capability of LPCI is extended to all break sizes
because ADS rapidly reduces reactor vessel pressure to the LPCI operating range.

3.2 LPCI Design Safety Functions

The RHR system consists of four independent kops (A, B, C, and D). Each k>op takes
suction from the suppression pool and discharges water to the reactor vessel via separate

*

LPCI nozzles.

The design basis requirement for the LPCI mode is to pump 230,000 gpm total water
(10,000 ppm per h>op from at least 3 k> ops) from the suppression pool into the core region of
the vessel when the vessel pressure is 20 psid over drywell pressure. Injection flow
commences at 295 psid over drywell pressure. The initiating signals are teactor vessel water
level at Level 1 (-129 inches) or high drywell pressure (1.68 psig). The LPCI system is
designed to function within 40 seconds of receipt of the initiating signal (s). The time
includes diesci generator to start and load, pump to reach rated total developed head (TDH),
and 24 seconds for LPCI injection valves to open. The injection valves are interkicked to
prevent the valves from opening if reactor pressure is grcater than 460 psig. A pressure

.

permissive signal allows the injection valves to open when reactor pressure is less than 460
psig with .m initiation signal present.

-s

A design requirement of the LPCI system is that cooling water flow to the RPV be initiated
rapidly when the system is called upon to perform its function. The qw. start system
characteristic is provided by quick opening valves, quick start pumps, and standby power
sources. The lag between the signal to start the pump and initiation of flow into the RPV can
be minimized by keeping the LPCI pump discharge lines full of water. If the lines were

,

!

! - ,
, , . . . - .- - . , . . - ~ . ~ - . - . , - . . . . , - . - - . . . . - . . - - - - . . ~ - ~ . . - .-
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empty when the system was called upon, the large momentum forces associated with
accelerating Guid into a dry pipe could cause physical damage to the piping. Therefore, the
LPCI discharge line Gil network is designed to maintain the LPCI pump discharge lines in a
filled condition. ,

,

The fill network consists of three independent jockey pump loops. Two of the pump loops
'

,

serve the LPCI and Core Spray discharge lines; the third pump loop serves the 11PCI pump
discharge line. Each of the jockey pumps operates continuously to maintain the discharge

_

lines above atmospheric pressure so that entrapped air pockets can be released through the
piping high point vents during surveillance testing of the fill network. The jockey pumps

'

serving the LPCI lines take suction from two different RHR pump suppression chamber
suction lines. Jockey pump protection from overheating is provided by continuously
recirculating this now back to the suppression pool via the RHR pump full flow test lines.
Controls for operation of the jockey pumps are provided in the main control room.

,

Upon actuation of signals of reactor water low level (-129 inches) or high drywell pressure ,

(1.68 psig), the RHR pumps are automatically started and the appropriate valves are aligned
to the LPCI mode if normal ac power is available, pumps A and B start after 3 seconds and
pumps C and D start 5 seconds later. If normal ac power is not available, the pumps are i

started simultaneously after 13 seconds when the standby power source becomes operational.
Any three pumps running provide 100 percent of the system requirement. Each pump takes'

suction from the suppression pool and discharges through an independent line to the reactor
pressure vessel.

Since the RHR system is a low head injection system, the reactor must be depressurized ,

before the system is able to inject water following small breaks not resulting in a rapid
depressurization.' The depressurization can be accomplished through the operation of the
HPCI system or the ADS. The LPCI injection valves open automatically when reactor

~

pressure decreases to 460 psig. A minimum Cow (about 1000 grm) from each pump is
bypassed to the suppression pool through a minimum Dow line in each loop. .he minimum
flow valves close after the injection valves open and system Dow excecds 1000 ppm.

Once injection How into the reactor is established, operator action is required to stop the
operation of LPCI. The availability of the LPCI mode is not required during normal plant ;

startup or cooldown when the teactor vessel pressure is < 135 psig and normal RHR
shutdown cooling is available.

,

All active LPCI components am capable of individual functional testing during normal plant
operation. The LPCI contt im design provides automatic alignment from test to

'

,

operating mode if system inio en is required.
,

|- The inspector categorized the critical safety functions of the LPCI system imo several
functional areas which are detailed in the matrix charts in Attachment C. The functions were

i

..

l- -
-
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those which provide the immediate accident mitigating capabilities of the LPCI system, and
those which piotect the integrity of the LPCI system. The major functions are:

1. LPCI full now path capability from suppression pool to RPV
2, Leak tightness of LPCI header
3. LPCI header overpressure protection ,

4. LPCI full flow '.nd pressure test
5. NPSH verincation
6. LPCI hmder Olled and vented

3.3 LPCI System Design llasts Documentation ,

The inspector determined that adequate documentation was available for review. In obtaining
the design basis information, the inspector had extensive discussions with personnel in the
Engineering and Plant Betterment Department as well as the system engineer for the LPCI
system. This information is summarized in the tables of Attachment C.

3.4 LPCI Surveillnnee Testing

Surveillance testing of the LPCI system was well developed. The ability of the LPCI system
to develop the pressute and now is tested on a regular basis. During refueling outages, full
now testing of the system has been wducted to verify injection flow into the reactor
pressure vessel.

The inspector reviewed procedure HC.OP ST.BC-0005, "LPCI Subsystem "ll" ECC5 Time
'

response Functional Test" that was conducted January 19, 1991. The LPCI subsystem
responded within the overall 40 second time limit of TS Table 3.3.3-3; the actual time|

recorded was 37.5 seconds. The historical expected value of total LPCI response time has
been about 15 seconds. The inspector reviewed the individual component test records and
noted in this case that the time from initiating signal to the LPCI pump reaching shutoff head
was taken from a stripchart trace of pump Dow and was recorded as 30 seconds. However,

L
for this recorded flow trace, the 30 seconds was marked at a point well after the pump

| actually reached its shutoff head. This value was considerably different from typical values
1 on recent pump test flow traces which was usually around 2-5 seconds. The total system

response time of 37.5 seconds was therenre, well above the expected value of about 15
- seconds. This unexpected difference in time response had not been questioned by the plant

L operations or technical staff, and a post-test data review was not required of the system

| engineers. Although the total system response time was acceptable, the inspector was

L concerned that the acceptance criteria for individual componenu was not appropriately
specined, the techniques for recording data from the stripchat record were inconsistant, and
that a marked change in performance which could have indicated significant component
degradation or failure was not reviewed or evaluated by the plant Technical Department. The
licensee agreed that the acceptance criteria for system response may not be appropriate for
individur.1 compoaent tests. A procedure change was initiated to HC.OP-ST.BC-0005 prior

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ __-._. -_ - . _
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to the end of this inspection to add expected values for individual component tests in the
LPCI system. The licensee also agreed to review other component tests for appropriate
acceptance criteria.

The inspector determined that UFSAR Table 6.3 2 and the design basis documents state the
maximum opening time of die injection valves is 24 seconds. The 24 second time
requirement is based on valve opening time following a small break LOCA. Contrary to the
above, procedures llc.OP ST.BC-00N(5)(6)(7), "LPCI Subsystem ECCS Time Response
Functional Test" stated the maximum opening time of the LPCI injection valves to be 27

seconds. This is a Deviation from UFSAR Table 6.3-2 (DEV 50 354/92-03 03). The
licensee initiated corrective actions to revise the LPCI procedures to state the maximum
opening time of the LPCI injection valves to be 24 seconds. The inspector concluded this
was an isolated instance of an incorrect acceptance criteria; however, the licensee stated that
Pdditional reviews of system test procedures would be performed to ensure that the correct
UFSAR limits on system perfotmance are incorporated into procedures.

The inspector detenmned that acceptance criteria specified in surveillance test procedures
were adequate to verify the ability of tested components to perform their required safety
functions.

3.5 Conclusions

The surveillance test procedures are adequate to demonstrate the LPCI system operates in
accordance with the design requirements. In addition, the Technical Specifications
requirements are consistent with the system design requirements.

4.0 Fil!!' RATION, RECIRCULA l'lON, AND YENTILATION SYSTEM (FRVS)

4.1 Systent Purpose

The FRVS consists of two subsystems that function simultaneously to perform post-accident
safety related functions. The FRVS recirculation subsystem (FRVS-RS) recirculates Reactor
Building (RB) air through filters for cleanup while the FRVS ventilation subsystem
(FRYS-VS) takes suction from the discharge of the FRVS-RS and discharges air through

|-
filters to the outdoors. Also, the FRVS-VS maintains the RB at a negative pressure with
respect to the outdoors so that radioactive leakage from the containment is into the RB, wLerei

it is treated by the FRVS, rather than directly to the environment.

4.2 Design Safety Functions nnd Content of Design Basis Documentntion

The FRVS-RS consists of six identical 25% capacity ventilation / filtration trains. It is
designed to filter contaminated air in the RB following a postulated accident or abnormal
occurrence that could result in high airborne radiation in the RB such as a refueling accident,
Six redundant trains ensure that a single failure does not impair or preclude system operation

|

|

l
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and performance, liach train has cooling coils that limit the expansion and temperature of the
=iRB air during a LOCA.'

The FRVS VS subsystem 61ters exhaust air to remove radioactive particulates and elemental
4

forms of iodine to limit offsite doses to levels signincantly below the guidelines of'

10CFR100. Upon initiation, the system also exhausts suf0cient filtered air from the Rii to
maintain a negative pressure of 0.25 inches sater gauge (WG) with respect to the outdoors.
The LOCA analyses state that, once 0.25 inct es WG negative pressure is established, then
for offsite release dose calculations, all leakap from the containment structure is assumed to
be into the Ril where credit is taken for the '.iltration capabilities of the FRVS. Redundant
trains are provided to ensure that a single failure does not impair or preclude system
operation. Upon receipt of any of the following signals, the Primary Containment isolation
System (PCIS) will actuate:

reactor vessel water level low (L2)
- drywell pressure high

'

- RB radiation high-high
- refueling floor area radiation high-high
- manual

t

Actuation of PCIS will cause the RB ventilation system to isolate which in turn causes ,

actuation of the FRVS. Additional details of FRVS operation are provided in Attachment C
of this report. The following safety functions associated with the FRVS were evaluated:

1. Particulate /clemental iodine removal
2. RB drawdown
3, RB isolation function

Details of the evaluation are delineated in section 4.3 and in Attachment C. The safety
function of the FRVS-RS in limiting post-1.OCA heatup of the RB was not reviewed in this ,

inspection. Other ancillary design features associated with the FRVS, as well as testing of
these features, are discussed in section 4.4 of this report.

-4.3 FRYS Surveillance Testing

Testing to assure that design parameters are maintained for the three FRVS safety functions
reviewed in Attachment C is performed ' entirely by Technical Specification (. ^) required
surveillances. The procedures which incorporate the TS surveillance requirements were
reviewed along with the mon recent performance copie.i of these procedures. The procedures
incorporated the requirements of TS surveillances and were technically adequate, except as
discussed below. Criteria for determining whether test data were satisfactory or not were
clearly stated in the procedures. Performance copies of all of these procedures were
reviewed and determined to have been performed satisfactorily. However, the team did
identify several concerns on particular surveillances.

_ _ -. _ ._ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _. __
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TS 4.0.5.3.2.e.2., associated with the F RYS-VS, stmes that at least once per 18 months,
verify that the filter train starts and isolation dampers open on the following test signals:
manual initiation from the control room and simulated automatic initiation signal. Procedure
HC.OP-ST.GU-0004, "FRYS Initiation Test - 18 Months," is used by the licensee to verify
these functions. Review of the procedure revealed that during the manual initiation portion,
FRVS-VS vent fan AV 206 is selected to AUTO-LiiAD with IIV 206 selected to AUTO, and
for the automatic initiation portion vent fan BV-206 is selected to AUTO-LliAD with AV-206
selectcJ to AUTC The inspector determined that the surveillance satisfactorily tests that the
vent fan selected nor AUTO LliAD starts upon an actuation signal. However, as described in
Attachment C, the vent fan circuitry is designed so that failure of the fan selected to AUTO-
LilAD will cause the fan selected to AUTO to automatically start. Neither procedure
llc.OP-ST.GU-0004 nor any other Hope Creek surveillance procedure tests this important

-

design safety feature which could be called upon to function during accident conditions.
Also, the two minute time delay feature associated with the AUTO LiiAD/ AUTO function
was not tested. This issue was discussed with the licensee early in the instrction, yet by the
exit meeting held a week later, the licensee had not formulated a response as to the validity
of this concern. Two weeks after the inspection exit meeting, the team was provided with
test data which show that the automatic start and two minute time delays circuits were tested
satisfactorily Anng preoperational testing by procedure PTP-GU-l. However, these circuits
have not been tested since then, so there is no present assurance of the viability of this
function nor of the time delay mechanism. Failure to adequately test the
AUTO 1 IIAD/ AUTO START safety function is a Violation of 10CFR50 Appendix 11,
Criterion XI, Test Control. (NOV 50-354/92-03 04).

During the review of this issue, the inspector also noted that the drawdown analysis did not
take into account the possible two minute time delay (should the fan selected to AUTO-
Lf!AD not start) when calculating drawdown times for various inleakage rates. This appeared ,

to be inconsistent the NRC Standard Review Plan which states that any time delay due to -

system design in actuating secondary containment depressurization and liltration systems
should be considered. The licensee was asked to review this apparent inconsistency. No
response had been provided as of the exit meeting. The issue is considered to be an
unresolved item (URI 50-354/92-03-05).

The inspector also expressed concerns during a review of surveillance procedure
HC.kP-ST.GU 0001, "FRVS Recirculation - liSF Atmosphere Cleanup System
Surveillance." This procedure governs the DOP/ Halide testing performed on the HliPA
fiiters and charcoal adsorbers as well as the collection of the charcoal adsorber test canisters
for laboratory analysis. A note at the start of Section 5.3 of the procedure states, "If this is
the ht31 installed canister for the Type ill adsorber bed, Section 5.9 (retilling sample
canisters) is iequired to be performed, after completing Section 5.3" The team noted during
the FRYS walkdown that FRVS-RS trains I AVH 213 and ICVH-213 did not contain sample
canisters. The comments section of the most recent performance copy of the procedures
noted the fact that the last sample canisters had been removed. The supervisor responsible
for assuring the completion of the procedures was questioned by the inspector as to why the

|

_ _
_
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requirements of the note were not followed. The individual stated that the note was not clear
and that it was his interpretation that Section 5.9 could be performed any time after Section
5.3, up to and including the next performance of the procedure approximately eighteen
months later While the present absence of test canisters is not an operational concern, the
inspector was concerned that an individual would have an understanding of procedural usage
and compliance which would allow signing off a procedure as complete with an outstanding
section not performed, and with no formal mechanism for tracking the completion of the
section. The issue was discussed with the individual's management. Their opinion was that
the intent of the note was not necessarily : lear and they committed to change the note in the
procedure to cla ify the intent. The inspector's assessment is that the note as originally
written is clear and unambiguous as to its intent and that the supervisor showed poor
judgement in his interpretation of it.

Another concern was identined during the design review when the inspector noted that the
UFSAR makes reference in two k> cations, section 1.8.1.52.2 and section 7.3, to the existence
of a FRVS VS IIEPA Dlter high differential pressure recorder and alarm in the control room
for each train. The existence of these indicat ons were not con 0rmed by control roomi

observation and by review of the system elec. i schematics. The licensee was requested to

resolve this discrepancy and tFs issue remains unresolved. (UR150 354/92-03-06).

The inspector aho reviewed the vendor technical manual for the FRVS and noted that th
'

manual recommended various annual inspections and maintenance activities for certai.
components in the system. The inspector noted that certain recommended maintenance
actions / inspections were not currently incorporated into the licensee's maintenance program.
The issue was discussed with the system engineer responsible for FRVS and a commitment

! was made to review the technical manual's maintenance recommendations for incorporation
'

into FRVS preventative maintenance / inspection procedures.

4.4 Ancillary Design l'eatures nnd Their Testing t

There are numerous components ivhich support the operation of the FRVS. While some
components are tested by specific TS surveillance procedures others, such as interlock s,
detectors, indicators, and alarms are not. A list of such items was compiled by the inspector

i and is found below:
1

- flow detectors / indicators and associated low flow alarms
- humidity detectors / indicators and alarms !

- local and remote differential pressure indicators
l - high differential pressure alarms

- charcoal filter upstream air temperature indicators
- Rllioutside differential pressure
. Fin trip on deluge How initiation
- FRVS VS radiation monitors i

.
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The inspector reviewed portions of the 16.C database for tracking surveillances and verified
that the abwe items are contained within the database and that calibrations are performed at
appropriate intervals. The database review also revealed that items requiring
inspection / replacement as part of th: Equipment Qualification program are incorporated as
well.

4.5 Conclusions

From review of the UFSAR, TEs, design basis documents and surveillance procedures, the
inspector's assessment is that FRVS 19 tested such that its design accident functions with
regard to its ability to remove gaseous and particulate radioisotopes are assured. The
DOP/11alide testing and laboratory a'talysis of charcoal samples are performed in accordance
with the requirements of RG 1.52, and by such conformance, :nsures the values assumed in
the accident analyses for radioisotore removal ef0ciencies.

-

With regard to the FRVS VS, the Hope Creek surveillance procedures adequately
t

demonstrate that the system is capable of establishing and maintaining the RD at 1/4" WG
with respect to the environment. However, the iaspector determined that a significant
deficiency exists in the present te, ting methodology used to meet the TS 18 month initiation ,

test, in that the AUTO-START function and its associated two minute time delay circuitry are
not tested. This oversight is corsidered safety signincant as the AUTO-START function is
an integral design feature of the FRVS-VS which could be called upon to actuate during a
design basis accident, and failu'e to initiate could result in a significant delay in establishing
the proper negative pressure in the Reactor Building with a potential increase in the offsite
release.

5.0 OVERALL INSPECTION CONCI.USIONS

Surveillance testing of the FPCI and LpCI Systems was adequate in existing prosedures.

|
Testing demonstrated the ability to fulfill the system design basis safety functions. With

! some exceptions, the overall contents of test results were sufficiently detailed and the test
results veri 0ed that design safety functions were adequately tested. The procedure revisionst

initiated during the inspection and planned actions were adequate to address inspectors'
concerns. Some inappropriate acceptance criteria were identified and corrective actions were
initiated during the inspection, but did not result in unacceptable system performance or
invalid operability determinations. Lack of a denned acceptable margin for llPCI pump flow
below the UFSAR valce does not represent an immediate safety or operability issue for the
HPCI system; however, operating at the specified limit does not permit built in inaccuracies ,

,

| in the pump controller to ensure that the pump flow is above the defined value.

! Although operators 9erform post test data reviews for specified acceptance criteria and
operability determiriations, post-test reviews were not required by the Technical Department.

| Neither the operators nor the system engineers noted the out-of-calibration HPCI pump
controller during the last system functional test. Lack of a post-test review also prevented
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Technical Department engineers from noting that technigt.cs for recordirg data were
inconsistent, and that a marked change in performence occurred which >:ould have indicated
significant component degradation or failure. In this case, detailed review by the inspector
found acceptable performance.

The surveillance test procedures are adequate to demonstrate the 1.PCI system operates in
accordance with the design requirements. Although the system functional test acceptance
criteria contained a deviation from UFSAR requirements fo the injection valves, actual cycle
times have not been above the maximum value.

FRVS is tested such that its design accident functions to remove gasous and particulate
radioisotopes are assured. The DOP/llalide testing and laboratory analysis of charcoal
samples are performed in accordance with the requirements of RG 1.52 ensuring that the
values assumed in the accident analyses for radioisotope removal efficiencies are assured.

Surveillance procedures adequately demonstrate that the FRVS-VS subsystem is capable of
establishing and maintaining the Ril at a negativeil/p with respect to the environment.
110 wever, a signincant deficiency uists in the present testing methodology used to meet the
TS 18 month initiation test in that the AUTO. START function and its associated two minute
time delay circuitry are not tested. This oversight is safety significant as the AUTO START
function is an integral design feature of the FRVS-VS which could be called upon to actuate
during a design basis accident, and failure to initiate could result in a significant delay in
establishing the proper negative pressure in the Reactor lluilding.

6.0 EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspectors discussed the results of this inspection with Nuclear Engineering, Technical,
Operations, and I&C Department personnel at a pre-exit conference held on April 16, 1992. -

The Onal inspection results were presented to llCGS management at an exit meeting held on
April 21,1992. Attendees are identified in Attachment D.

No proprietary information is included in this report.

l
l

|
|
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ATTACHMENT A |
|

High Pressure Coolanthsection Systent
I

Summ.Dextirlim
,

1
!

Figure A provides a diagram of the HPCI System.

The llPCI system consists of a 100% capacity turbine-driven pump, with its associated
system piping, valves, and instrumentation. The pump consists of a single stage booster and
a double stage main pump combination directly coupled to the turbine drive shaft. The pump
takes a suction from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST), but eventually transfers suction to
the suppression pool. This transfer occurs automatically when the CST reaches a low level ;

or when the suppression pool reaches a high level. The pump discharge flow splits into one
core spray (CS) injection line and one feedwater (FW) line. Water hammer is prevented in
the main pump discharge piping with a jockey pump which keeps this piping full at all times.
A min flow bypass line is provided to protect the pump while operatirg against a closed
discharge valve. Bypass flow is directed from and to the suppression pool. A full-flow test
line permits testing the llPCI system during normal operations by circulating water from and
to the CST.

The turbine receives steam through a branch line in main steam line "C" inside the drywell
and upstream from the MSIV. Valves in this branch line remain open so that main steam
pressure le ..m sys available at the turbine inlet valve in the pump room. Turbine exhaust

d to the suppression pool where it is condensed. The turbine willsteae .i t :

autu. ..J. O shut down on signals which indicate turbine overspeed, RPV high water level,
low pm.i . tion pressure, or high turbine exhaust pressure. The turbine will then restart
on a llPCi initiation signal if no shutdown signal exists. Vacuum breakers are installed in
the turbine exhaust piping to prevent damage from steam condensation and any resulting
water column inside the pipe.

The HPCI pump is located below the water levels of the CST and the suppression pool to
assure that a positive suction head is available.

All llPCI piping is designed as Seismic Category 1. The piping within the primary system
pressure boundary is designed as ASME Ill Class 1.

_. _ _ - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ , _ . _ _ - - . _
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FIGURE A

liigh Pressure C.colant Injection System
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M ATRE CilARLS

The following matrix charts provide a graphic representation of the identined safety functions
of the High Pressure Coolant injection System. The entries contained in each column are not ;

exact quotes from the referenced documents, but are reduced for the sake of brevity so that
'

the essential technical content is accurately represented as it existed. i
;

The numbering scheme used for surveillance test procedures provide a code for identifying ,

the type of test in accordance with the following:
'

ilC a liope Creek ,

. OP = Operations Department Test
ST = Surveillance Test !

IS = Inservice Test -

10 = HPCI System Designator
AP = Administrative Procedure

'

TR = Time Response Procedure
ZZ = Generic applicability
(Q) = Safety itelated (Quality) |

Attachment F contains a complete list of abbreviations and acronyms.

,
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Attachment A
HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION SYSTEM SURVEILLANCETESTS BASES, ANO REQUIREMENTS

SAFETY DESIGA BASIS t!FSAR Dest.RIPTIous TECMu! CAL SL*VEILLAuCE AniD k W S Amo

Q FU*iCTION REQUIREMENTS EV4t.UATIOisS/GliDANCE SFECIFICATIONS PtAuf PROCEDUeES C X ETS ,

System Resperre

HPCI system GE Spec 23A4137 Sec 6.3.2.2.1: FFCI Sec 4.5.1.c.1: Every 13 uc *C-TR.5J-0001 (C): Performad satisfacterity

responds i+st No.15: The average controts automatically months perform a system Records response times 2/17/91
property to pump discharge flow must bring it to design flow functional test which fer att MPCI coeponents

actuation be 210C% of the rated rate within 35 seconcts i..ct e simulated required to actuate and j

signals value af ter 35 seconds from receipt of an automatic actuation of permit fett syste_a flow.

from automatic initiation actuation signal. the system thro-W its Re7Jires totat response

at any reactor pressure emergency cperating time to be g35 .ecords.

between 200 psig and MPCI operation seque-ice and verify that
ratet automatically opens the each automatic valve in WC.CP-ST.8J-0002 to):

ptrp discharge shutoff the flow path actuates to verifles NPCI system

vstves, opem the turbine its correct position. respmse time is 135
stop and governor cont *o1 seconds and that system

valves, closes the MPCI valve actuations occur
test valve, and closes the property.

pws) minflow trfpass Iine
on high flow. The NPCI
control system design
provides auttwatic
atigment from the test to
the operating mode cf
system initiation is
reg.rired, except

i1) the pies) controtter

witt remain in manuat |
2) Operator action is

-

required to close steme
isolation valves

i
' 3) Anv by>assed or

disabled system portion
alla be indicated in the i

.w rol room.

i
|

4

i_ .._

~
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|j SQFETY DEstGW BASIS- . tffSQR DESCRIPTIONS TECMiulCAL SLRVEILLAkCE Ae0 40TES AuD ii ;FUNCTION R EQUI RE 88E 4T* EVAtuATIoks/GUIDAwCE SPEClf!CAfiGES | PLA4T PeC7%RES CCMMENTS I
j,

I4 -

g
MPCI Ptry

| jPerformente
'

r

MPCI booster DIT M855-D3.3t. Sec 6.3.2.2.1: The e.inimum See 4.0.5: ASM Code MC.cP-IS.8J-0001 (c1: sooster pm discharge !i pwp flow aruf See 2.2.1: HPCI flow available, 5600 Class 1, 2, and 3 noci main and booster pressure = 3'5 psig ;d discharge head Rated flow = 5670 gun sp=, was used in the s:evonents shall be pwp 31 day IST. (3/16/92). ;
i Shutoff ud = 825 ft accidait aralysis. tested inn the B&PV Code veelfias pwp flow = 5600 i

Deve'oped ed = 720 ft at Section XI. gom at 4125 rpm. Records
] rated ficw and 2075 rpm- Figure 6.3-6: Dump toostar pwp discharge ;

;

J
'

characteristic curves * Sr- 4.5.1.b.3: At least pressure. I

once every 31 days the
MPCI pe p develops 25600 MC.CP-ST.8J-0002 (Q): Performed satisfactority i

,

; gp3 against a test line 18 mont:t MPCI system 2/17/92. ,

; | pressure corresponding to functional test.
i |1000psigRPVpressure. Verifies total pwp flow
i 15600 gpm. *ihis ci.srve did noe
j Sec 4.5.1.c.2.a):.At represent the installed i
. least once every 18 pwp characteristics. Tne '

i months the system Licensee uiti delete the {j
'

deveteps a flow 25600 spm figure fro.= the ufSAa.
_

against a test line
!

, pressure corresponding to
|1 E200 psig RPV pressure. i

i !

MPCI booster Ctf 10855-D3.38. Sec 6.3.2.2.1: The MPC1 kPSN is not specifiCatly kC.OP-IS.BJ-7J01 (C): Operating Calculated,

,

pwp NPSH Sec 2.2,,J: pz p is (ocated below tl.e addressed by TS Verifies pw p suction suction pressure = 23.072
requirements sPSpr = 21 ft minieun water tevets in pressure 26. 0 psig aM psig. Prestart corrected r

4

, the CST arst the calet,tates corrected suction pressure = 29.172 !
i hPSHr = CE Spec 22A2271 AZ, suppression poet to ensure pressure. psig (3/16/97). '

c
required Sac B13.5: positive suction head. *

; Pwp NPSN 221 f t at
i

i NPSMa = 140*F arvJ 5670 gpm. When supplied fren;athe ;
cvailable CST, NPSMa = 46.94 ft !

*

|
GE Spec 22A6217AB.

i Sec 3.1.1: When supolied f ran the
,

[kPSHr = 27 ft minimum stgpressIOM Chambe ,;

5 inPSMa = 21.74 ft I
3 t

t
] kPSM calculations for ECCS !: pumps have shown adequita f
! margin to enst.sre I

! capability of proper ptre
! operation tnder accident '

j conditians.

ISec 6.3.2.2.5: wPSM
| calculations for ECCS
| pups were verified 'f
.

! I adequate during
j preoperationat testing. !

.

*
,

' h

s;

! i
[

i
-
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SA FINY DEstCW Basts' tJFSAR DESCRIPT100tS TECPetCAL SURVEILLAaCE AND NOTE; Ago4

FUNCT10% REQUIREMEN15 . EVALUATIONS /GJIDANCE SPECIFICATtous FLAuf FROCEDURES COMPeEu!S fi ,

I

,; : MPCI main prp- oft 10355-03.38. Sec 6.3.7.2.1: The minivass see 4.0.5: ASME Code et.0P-ts.ss-0031 to): Performed satisfactory [flow and See 2.2.2: MPCI ftow available, 5600 Class 1, 2, and 3 MPCI main sus booster 3/17/92. *

discharge t-ead. Rated flow-= 5600 gas gps, was used in the . conponcats shalt be ;n o 31 day IST. {4

a Shutoff Md = 2460 ft accid-nt analysis. tested law the S&PE Code irerifies psp flow = $600 ;

4 - Developed Md = 2280 it at Section Mt. sps at 4125 rpe and [
.| . rated flow and 4150 rpm fleure 6.3-6: Pwo reactor pressure at 920 - i

|
charact?ristic curves *' Sw 4.5.1.b.3: At least 7020 psig. [.l GE Scnc 22*6237as. ence every .i1 days the

,

see 3.1.1: Total pro p?CI pep develocs 25600 FC.CP-ST.BJ-0002 to:: Perfoemed satisfactory !,

- flow = 5670 gpre; sps against a test line . 18 month NPCI system 2/17/91. L

} discharge from the main pressure corresponding to fts,ctional test. i
ptro = 5600 gpm; 1000 psig RPY pressure. Verifies total psp flow

'*

i developed head = 2950 tt
.

tS600 sps at >200 psis '

at 1135 psia reactor Sec 4.5.1.c.2.e): At discharge p.essta e.
vesset pressure and teast once every 15 '

550 ft at 215 psia months the s,stes *This curve did not j
reactor pressure. develops & flow 25600 gpo represent the instatted i

sosinst a test time pro characteristics. The !

pressure corresponding to ticensee wit! delete the ,

2200 psig RPV pressure. figure frtmi .he ufSAR. !

t

See 3/4.3.1 ev! }/1. M i1

Bsses: The NPC1 pump is i
'

desig wd to deliver 25600
gps at reactor pressures i
between 1120 and 200

ipsig.

. HPCI main sup DIT 10355-D3.35. The UFSAR does not address EPSM is ret espL ltly MC.Co-IS.BJ-0001 (C): Booster two discharge ,

I tsPSM Sec 2.{d: NPSH provided by the eddressed in TS Records booster prp pressure = 333 psig '

requirements EPSNr = 62 f t at 4150 rpa booster to the main ptro. discharge pressure. (3/17/92). ;
(Main pro assembly) However the booster prp |

is a design feature of the |
purp assentity which j
ensures high suction

(
pressure is provided te ;
the main rup. B |

>
'

I
i

!
i 1

5

t

t

k L

!'

3

| !
4

i
.

6
I I
i

.
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SATETY DESIGN BAS!S UFSAR DESCRIPi!CNS TECW; CAL S;f*VEILLANCE AND WOTES aND

TUNCTION REQUIPEMENTS EVAlifATICAS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS plani PROCED'2ES CIP94NTS
,

5

HPCI pwp GE $oac 23A41 E Detailed turbin: Sec 4.0.5: AS"E Code uC JP-15.8J-0W (0): Pe*fo M satisfactority

turbine Test h M 5: The MPCI performance parameters are Class 1, 2, and 3 Verif tes turbine speed is 3/i7/92

performance turbine shall not trip not specified in the comrrents shalt de correct (4125) en summr.1
' during any manual or auto UFSAR. Test conditions tested law the &&PY Code start and ensures pw e,,

start tests. and requirements for Sectico XI. flew is tS600 gsm when g
preoperational testing are steam prmsure to the

kCE Spec 22A6237AB. contained in the process Sac 4.5.1.c.1: At least turbire i, C20 - 1020

Sec 3.2.5: The starting flow diagram Fig 6.3-3. every 31 days the MPCI psig. PerA rms a manual
time for the N'C! syctem ptiv develops minimum tuetine trip and checks

frora receipt of an flow when steam is the overspeed reset

actuation signal to si.pplied to the turbire switch.

.

delivering design flow at 1003 +20. -80 psig.
NC.0P-ST.af-0732 (c):shall te 35 seconds.

Sec 4.5.1.c.2.a): At 18 month MPCI functional ;

temst every 18 months the test. Deveteps fult j
{ HPCI purp develops turbine speed within the i

s

miniarn flow #en steam required response time
is suretied to the and regulates steam

turbine at 2200 +15. -0 pressure E200 psis to
psig, siaintain fott ptrp flow.

HPCI Flew Peths
Avaliabitsty

Operational GE St>=c 22A22714Z. Sac 3.1.2.4.8: The ECCS is Sg 4.0.5: ASPE Coda NC.OP-!S.BJ-0101 fc}:

readiness of Sec 813.5.4: Pwp designed to permit Claw 1, 2, and 3 92 day IST. Exercises att

HPCI MOVs discharge valves shall ftrvtionat testing to co monents shatt te FPCI n0Vs and records
open and close in 20 assuna operability and tested law the S&V Code strole times.
seconds maximum. Other perforstance of the active Sectfon XI. .

|

MOVs shatt cpen and ciose corponent s. Punps and PC.0P-IS.BJ-0702 (Q): @ |

at a rate of 12 in/ min valves of the NPCI system Sac 4.5.1.a.1.b): At Emercisss att MPCI W Vs |
'

for gate valves and 4 are tested periodically to tesst every 31 days during cold shutdown and
in/ min for globe valves. verify operability. verify that each manual, records stroke times

poner operated, cr |
y automatic valve that is HC.0P-ST.8J-0001 to): Performed satisfactority |

not locked, seated, or 31 day piping and flow 3/17/92 |
otherufse secured, is in path verificat Ni. i

i t st correct position. Vecifies the correct
positions of att valves
in tne HPCT flow path

1 upon restoration from the
i

test.

PC OF-ST.SJ-0002 (c):
Enercises NPCI MOVs won ,

system actuation and
records cycle times.

!

7
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] SAFETY' ' CESIG4 BASIS - | UFSAR DESCHiPTIDNS [. TECN4ICAL SURVE!LLANCE A40 a0TES AND a

FUNCT!Oss REQu!REMENTS | EVALUATI9IS/GUICAg | SPECIFICATIOmS PLANT PROCEDURES CDmME NTS ,

4

Operational GE Socc 22A6237AB. Sec 3.1.2.4.8: the ECCS is Sec 4.0.5: ASME Code MC.0P-L .81-0002 (03: Performed satisfactority ,

readiness of. Sec 3.1.5: S:: cars stopty designed to permit class 1, 2, ancs 3 15 month MPCI functional 2f17/91
* - HPCI turbine valve E41-F001 opens or functional testing to co m onents shall be test. Develops'futt i

steam MOVs, closes against futt assume operability and tested law the B&PV Code turbine speed within the |
pressure in 20 s.xonds; performance of the active Section XI. required response time-i '

steam suppfy isolation comonents.. Ptrps and
,

and regulates steam i
valves E41-F002/F003 valves of the HPCI system Sec 4.5.1.b.1: At least pressure to maintain futt

t
1 close against futt system are tested periodically to nnee every 31 days the ptsic flow. '

pressure at a mininura verify operability. NPCI pur'p develops 25600
..

rate of 12 in/ min; sps against a test tene hC.0P-IS.BJ-0001(Q): Performed satisfactority
turbine enhaust isolatitu pressure corresponding to 31 day IST. Develops full 3/17/72.
valve E41-F071 opens or 1000 psig aPV pressure. turbine speed within the
shuts against 20 psid at required response time
a tevrperature of 360*F. Sec 4.5.1.c.2.a): At and regulates steers

teast every 18 months the pressure to maintain futt
.,' MPCI purp deveiops ptry fIow.

*minimune flow een steam
is stgptied to the MC.0P-ts.BJ-0101 Co):
turbine at E200 +15. -G 92 Jay IST. Emercises alt >

'

psig. MPCI steam line MCVs and
records stroke times.i

MC.0P-ts.sJ-0102 to): Perfors= d satisf actority
' Performs enercise of NPCt 2/t/91. ?

W steam line MOvs during |
'

| J cetd shutdown.
. .'

1-
!

t

i
k !

!

i |

,

| 1
'

!

t I

I
'

;
I

,

|
'

I

h
I

k

t,

!. I

&

i !

:
i :
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- SAFETY - . DESIGN SASIS [ t!FSSR DESCRIPT10ms TECMMICAL SURVEILLANCE Amo woTU AND i
FUNCTION EfoutRtmERTS ' I E'. ALUAT IONS / Gilt D ANCE

~

'SPECIFICAY!ONS PLANT PROCEDURES COP 9 TENTS L
--

'

{ ,

t

Full flow. DIT 105B8-03.15 Sec 3.1.2.4.f!: The ECCS is S e 4.0.5: ASME Code HC.CP-15.SJ-0101 (o n
capability of Sec 1.4.c: The hPCI cesigned to pereit Class 1, 2, and 3 Perf orms ' manual emercise
NPCI chect.. system shalt be designed functional testing to conponents shalt be of MPCI check valves -

'valves and constructed ind ISME assone operability and tested icw the SLFV Code modified to incit.de a
S&PV Code Sections I, performance o' the active Section Mt. test lever. .

!!!. 1M and x1.. emponents. Pums and [y,

, . valves of the MPCI syeten Sac 4.5.1.c.2.a): At MC.0P-15.8J-0102 (c)- t

DIT 10588-03.35. are tested pericoically t? least once every 13- Performs exercise of HPCI !

Sac 4.2,J: The test verify operability. months the system check vitves during cold i*

program for inservice devetoos a flow E5600 gars shutdown.,

l testing per ASME XI against a test line
Section IWP a<d tw are pressure corresponding to PC.00-IS.BJ-0001 (01:
described in the Hoce 2200 psig RPV pressure. 31 day IST. Develops full
Creek IST Program Manual. system flow circulating

from the CST supcty line
i through the test return

line. Turbir:e discharge
piping check valve flow

7 ,

i- is achieved for required
intet pressures. |

.

h HC.0P-ST.BJ-0002 (C):
1 18 month HPCI functional j

test develops futt system i

i flow through water pipir.g

chect vatwes at 15600
gpm. Turbine discharge

{ piping check valve flow
j is achieved for required i

19tet pressures. |,
'

f

;

,

i

MPCI system GE Spec 22A6237AB. Sec 6.3.2.2.1: The HPCI Sec 4.0.5: ASME Code Nq.wo-GP.ZZ-0085 to): As f ound setpoint failed i

'overpressure See 3.1.5.6: The pwp system ircorporates a Ctass 1, 2, and 3 5 year relief valve titt 1/12/91. Setpoint
protection suction relief valve is retief watve in the ptap components shalt be test. Performs setpoint readjusted to 100 psis. I

i set at 100 psig ulth 10 suction line to protect tastad law the S&PV Code test iaw ASME Section XI teak test satisfactory at I
' spin and 257, accumulation. corponents and piping from section Mt. and seat teak tests law 90 psig.

inadvertent overpressure ANSI /Apr 527-1964 [
Purrbne Ordar conditions. '

,

,1,qj5-M-141: Apew C: Data ?

Sheet C-4: Furp suction Sec 6.3.4.2: Inservice ;
*relief valve man.imtsn set testing of ECCS pteps and '

pressure = 100 psig. ho valves is inw ASME B4PV i

seat tightness specified. Code Section XI |
4

,l

5 ;
,

t '

!
'

4

h-
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SAFETY . DESIGN BAS!$ tJFSAR DES Jt1PTICES - TECMICAL SURVEILLANCE AND n0TES AND

FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS 'EVALUATIowS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATICMS PLAmi P20CEDtMES COMMENTS
i

|. Water Supoty ;.

,

Water level in Off 10588-03.38. Sac 6.3.2 J.1: The mininae Sec 4.5.3.1: At least PC.08-OL.ZZ-0026 (ch
.

; the suppression Sec 1.3.1: The open end ' re@ ired suppression once every 24 hours- Surveitlance tog:

!. chamber of the minimum bypass chanavr volume is ' verify the sutpression verifies suppression
3flow piping shalt be approximatety'118,000 ft . chamber water terat to be chamber water tevet eacht

stArnerged a minimum of 4 174.5a in operating shift.a

feet below the low water The minian normat' conditions 1,.2, & 3.- Min. = 74.5"
t- levet in the suppression operating s e ression hermat = 75-78" ,

! the 71 ft. rievation. sup3ression charaber water
. Ipool. chamoer water lent is at Sac 4.6.2.1.a: Verify the Man. = 75.5",

[
i Calculation 12-25: tevet is within 74.5" - NC.Op-IS.BJ-0001 to): r

| Suppression chamber pool 78.5* (115,000 - 122,000 Requires stcpression !

votumeattoywatertevet- galtens) every 24 hours., chanber water levet to be j<

[ = 118,200 ft . >74.5" }

f PC.00-ST.BJ-OcG2 (C): I
,

j. Requirc2 suppression ?

f.-5 amber w ter tevet to be
) 4.5 - 78.5" :;

.i - ' t

, Water levet in DIT 10855-03.38. Sec 6.3.2.2.1: Actual See 3/4.5.1 E 3/4.5.2 kC.0*-et.ZZ-c003 (C). . [

| the condensate . Sec 1.3.m: At least reserve storage of 135,000 Bases:.4o credit is taken Centrol room consote tog. I
1 storage teck 135,000 gats of water b. gaH ors is available from .in the safety analysis Records CST water levet

the CST shall be reserved the CST for use by the for the CST water. every 2 hours. mermat
; for HPCI and RCIC MFCI and RCIC systeac. tevet = 200.000 - 300,000 ' i
! operatien.

{ ga1 tons. ;.
!

I;

,

4 i

i 5

!
'

<

k &

b

f<

'

i

I
i

s I

i

I*

1 |
1

*

i

!

|
'

.
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'ATTACHMENTB
1

1.PCI System Descrintion

Figure B provides a diagram of the LPCI system.

The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system consists of four pumps, two heat exchangers and the !

associated piping, valves, and instrumentation. The system is divided into four loops. IIach
,

loop has a pump, and loops A and B cach have a heat exchanger. The pump in each loop is |

physically separated and protected from the other loops to minimize the possibility that a single
accident event would cause the loss of more than one loop. Each loop is connected to
independent de control power and independent ac power.

The pumps are located in the Reactor Building below the water level in the suppression chamber ;

to ensure positive suction head to the pumps. A check valve in each pump discharge line is
located below the minimum water level in the suppression chamber to ensure that piping
upstream of the valve is maintained full of water. A Dow element in each pump discharge line
is used to provide a measure of pump flow and to originate automatic signals for control of each
pump minimum flow bypass valve. The minimum flow bypass valves permit a small flow to
the suppression chamber if no pump discharge valve is open, or if reactor vessel pressure is
higher than the pump shutoff pressure.

The pumps are automatically started on high drywell pressure or low vessel water level. The
LPCI system provides 100(X) gpm per loop at a pressure 20 psig greater than suppression pocal
pressure.

.
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MATRIX Cil ARTS

The following matrix charts provide a graphic representation of the identified safety functions
of the Low Pressure Coolant Injection System. The entries contained in each column are not
exact quotes from the referenced documents, but are reduced for the sake of brevity so that the
essential technical content is accurately represented as it existed.

The numbering scheme used for surveillance test procedures provide a code for identifying the
type of test in accordance with the following:

liC = Hope Creek
OP = Operations Department Test
ST = Sun >cillance Test
IS = Insen' ice Test
BC = LPCI System Designator !

AP = Administrative Procedure
ZZ == Generic applicability
(Q) = Safety Related (Quality)

Attachment F contains a complete list of abbreviations and acronyms.

.
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ATTACHMENT B i
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'

LOW FRCSSURE COOLANT INJECTION SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE TESTS. BAS:IS. ANC 4 r M.
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SAFETY DE51GN BASIS OFSAR DEOCRIPT!ONS TECHNICAf. S:MvtEk. UCE AA: N0iES ANDl

h SPECIT..aT;.WS f PLANT PR TEeU:Es ( CD9fNTS
FUNCTION REQU19ENENTS EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE

SYSTEM DESIGN
SAFETY FUNCfl0NS .- - ,. ,

3

| LPCI full flow DIT M55-03.35: See 6.3.2.2.4: Sec 4." .a.1.b: 3C.op-ST.sC-0001: I

!

path availability Each 2.:tive LPCI Att active LFCI cornponents Every * days, verify that verifies correct LPCT
from suppression corponent snatt. be are capable of individuas each ~* manual, pc.ner valve alignment during

rmot to G V capable of being tested functional testing during operates. automatic in power operati~ts every 31
during plant oper 8 ms -- power operations. the flowpath that is not days.

locked, seated, or
[ otherwise secured in HC.Op-fS.BC-0101(2)(3 H 4)

position, is in its exercises and times
ccrrect position. valves in SMR system

every 92 o g

Sec 4.0 J:
Inservice testing shall be MC.0P-ts.BC-0105:
corducted in accordance Cold Shutdown Valve
with Sectior. XI of ASME Eurveittance. Exercises
Sol er and Pressurt Vessel and times inactive PHR
Coo. system valves not tested

during ptant operations.

Leak Tightness of DIT 10855-03.35: Sec 6.3.2.2.4: Table 3.6.3-1 (Group 25) MO-!LP-03H:

LPCI header Each active LPCI At t active LPCI corponents Itam Sta)(e): Requires teakrate to be
carrponent shall be are capebte e indivicbal Requires Type "C" teakrate <1200 seca at a test

LPCI pupp capable of beinj tested functional '.? sting during testing at 48.1 psig. pressure of 48.3 psig,
discharge check during plant operatiort:. power operations. Leakage added to .60 La

allowable teakagevalves are
verified to open,

LPCI Injection Valvesand are
HV F017A(8)(C)(D)documented during

the 92 day pasnr.
Full flow check valvessurveillar.c'
HV-F041Af8)(C)(D)testing.

I
_
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SAFETY DESIGN BASIS OFSAR DESr IPilot.S TECHNICAL SURVE!Lt.ANCE AND I .'OTES AND
FUNCTION

'

| REQUIREMENTS- EVAtUATIONS/GUIDAfuCE SPECIFitATIONS PLANT F90CEDURES COMMENTS

LPCI header PNO-E11-4910-0362: Sec 5.4.7.1.3:
.

Sec 4.0.5: Facility approved, vendor
overpressure Setpoints of relief Relief valves on the inservice testing shall be supplico service to test
pr otection valves at design pressure suction header set at 170 conducted in accordance and calibrate relief

of the associated piping. psis, with Section XI of ASME valves.
system.

. Boiler and Pressure vessel
Relief valve on discharge Code. Se tson relief valvas

D 4 charge header relief header set at a.*O psig. PSV-?O30Af8)(C)(D) Let at
vetves PSV-F025A(8)(C)(D) 170 psis-
set at 410 psig' 9etief valve on the heat.

exchangers s6t at 450 psig. Discharge relief vatves
Suction header relief PSV-F025A(B)(c)(D) set at
valves PSV-F030A(S)(C)(D) 410 psig.
set at 170 psig.

Haat Enchanger relief
;

Heat Exchanger elief valves PSV- '

valves PSV-F0443HA)(d) F04431 A(B)(C)(D) set at
set at 450 psig. 450 psig.-

LPC1 full flow PNO-E11-4010-0361: Table 6.3-2: Scr 4.5.1.b.2: MC.0P-15.sC-0001(2)(3)(4)
and pressure test (PCI flow requirements' 40,000 scus (totat LPCI At tecst every 92 days, Performed every 92 days.e

shalt be based on ti.e flow) at.20 psid reactor each LPCI ptrp in each Requires flow of 10200
occurrerne of a maximtn pressure above suppression r bsystem develops a flow gpm and discharge
design basis accident and chamber pressure. of at least 10,000 gpm ' pressure of 165 psig.
the necessity of

.
against a test line

reficoding the vesset LPCI Injection valves pressure corresponding to PC.SA-AP.72-0051: System watkdown conde red
before fuel tenperature siaxinus opening time 24 a reactor vessei to Leakage Reduction Program during testh*3 ever 2
beco b excessive, seconds. pri:Pary containment days. Criteria cf y

differerttial pressure of system teakage noted >5

PNO-E11-4010-03M: 20 psid. drops / minute must be
Sec 5.4.7.1.1.2: noted and repaired.

Requires a flowrate of at Sec 4.5.1.c.i:
least 10000 spm per toop 10,000 gpn per loop at 20 NC.OP.ST.9C-0004(5)f6)(7) .

at 20 psid. reactor peld reactor pressure above At least once per 18 Simulates an ECCS signal
|pressure above st.ppression chanber months perform a system and verifies each

suppression pool pressure. functional test which aatomatie valve actuates
pressure. sinutates automatic to its proper position.

Initiation and verify that
PNO-E11-4010-0362 each autoraatic valve Res; ires LPCI injection

actuates to its correct vatves FO-17A(S)(C)(D) to
The LPCI injection vsives position. open within 24 seconds.
shstt be open with 24 i
seconds after receipt of Sec 4.0.5:
an injection signal.

Inservice testing shall be

conducted in accordance
with Section XI of ASE
Boller and Pressure Vessel
Code.

i
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SAFETY' DESIGN BASIS ' " UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS' TECHNICAL- SURVEILLANCE AND
FUNCTION ' REQUIREMENTS - |- ' EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE | SPECIF ICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES !

. .;3fES AND ..
C0K ENTS '

-m

NPSN Verification ENO E11-4010-0362: |Sec6.3.2.2.4:> See ! j.2.1.a(1): HC.On-IS.BC-0001(2)(3)(4J The minimum swession-

|4.5FT.
Desipn sus.:i m pressure Minimum required NPSM is Tfe suppression pool shati Requires suction pressure poet level. ensures NPSM ,
is 4.5 ft.

'

be operable with a volune >6.0 FT. dering purp of LPCI pu:ps >4.5 FT.i
i

'

' of between 118,000 and testing.
3122,000 ft of water.

See 4.6.2.1.s: Verified by' control room -

g Verify suppression pool operators logs.
- voitee within timits once,

per 24 hou.s.

LPCI Header Pwo-C11-4010-6361: Sec 6.3 1 M : Sec 4.5.1.a.1.as HC.0P-ST.BC-0001: Controt room e w ipped
fitted and vented A pressurized water The ECCS fitt network is At . east o.v e every 31 Requires the LPCI system with LPCI header low

surply is required to designed to maintain the days. Verifies by venting to be vented at high pressure aterms.
ensure the discharge ECCS pucp discharge lines at 'he high point vents point vents until a
piping remains fuit to in a fitted condition. that the system pipir.g steady stream of water is
prevent damage from 'aater from pseps discharge valve observed.
hansner at perp start. to the system isolation

valve is fitted with
water,

f

i

t

,
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FRVS SYSTEM DESflHITJQN

Figure C provides a diagram of the FRVS.

The FRVS consists of two subsystems that function simultaneously to perform post-accident,
safety-related functions. The FRVS recirculation subsystem (FRVS-RS) recirculates Reactor
Building (RB) air through filters for cleanup while the FRYS ventilation subsystem (FRVS-VS) -
takes suction from the discharge of the FRVS-RS and discharges air through filters to the
outdoors, The FRVS-VS Mso malatains the RB at a negative pressure with respect to the
outdoors so that radioactive leakage from the containment is into the RB, where it is treated by
the FRVS, rather than directly .to the environment.

The FRVS-RS consists of six identical 25% capacity ventilation / filtration trains and is designed
to filter contaminated air in the RB following a postulated accident or abnormal occurrence that
could result in high airborne radiation in the RB such as e refueling accdent. Each train also
has cooling coils that limit the expansion and temperature of the RB air during a LOCA. The
FRVS-VS cor.sists of two identical 100% capacity filtration trains. The system filters exhaust -
air to remove radioactive particulate, and elemental forms of iodine to limit offsite doses to
levels significantly below the guidelines of 10CFR100.

The FRVS-RS is c anected in parallel with the Reactor Building Ventilation System (RBVS) and
thus to the supply and exhaust duct network within the RB. In response to an actuation signal,
the RB ventilation system isolates and FRVS initiates. When FRVS actuates, all six FRVS-RS
units start. Two of the units, designed as standby units, are procedurally secured by the
operators following verification that at least four units are operating. The standby units are
designed to restart, upon occurrence of a low flow condition, should any of the four operating
units fail. The FRVS-VS responds to the actuation signal by starting the unit selected for
AUTO-LEAD. Should the unit selected to AUTO-LEAD fail, the redundant unit is designed
to automatically start.

Upon receipt of any of the following signals, the Frimary Containment isolation System ("CIS)
will actuate:

- reactor vessel water level low (L2)
L - drywell pressure high

- RB radiation high-high
- refueling floor area radiation high-high
- manual

.

1
| Actuation of FCIS will cause the Reactor Building ventilation system to isolate and in turn

causes actuation of the FRVS as explained above.

L
,
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- MATRIX CIWUS
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The fdllowing matrix charts provide a graphic representation of the identified safety functions
of the Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation System.- The entries contained in each column
are not exact quotes from the referenced documents, but are reduced for the sake of brevity so
that the essential technical content is accurately represented as it existed. ,

The numbering scheme used for surveillance test procedures provide a code for identifying the
type _of test in accordance with the following:

HC .= _ Hope Creek-
OP =_ Operations Department Test
ST = Surveillance Test

'IC = Instrumentation and Control Department Test
RP = Rtdiation Protection
FT = Functional Test
CC = Channel Calibration

- 3C = Sensor Calibration
GU = System designator for FRVS
(Q) = Safety Related (Quality)

Attachment F cont'. ins a complet0 list of abbreviations and acronyms.
,
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ATTACHMENT C
FRVS SURVEILLAraCETESTS, BASES, AND REQUIREMENTS

SAFETY DESIGN BASIS OfSAR DESCRIPTIONS / TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE AND NOTES AND
FUNCTION REQUIREMEkf5 EVALUAfl0NS/ GUIDANCE SFECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES CD*'E N T S

FRVS-RS Particulate
and Elemental lodine
Removat; Six
independent units

:
Moisture Separator gj_t 10SSS-D3.f.8 Sec. 6.5.1: Removes ho specific reference in ~ No specific inspections vendor manual2

Sec. 2.2.3: 18 cells droplets of water from the TS to the separators. dorw at this time. recommends .wriodie
Removes droplets of per separator; rated air the airstream to prevent inspections for
water from the flow rate of 30,000 CfM: downstress HEPA from cleanliness ard
airstream to prevent 1.0" WG pressure deco getting clogged with changing of filter
downstream HEPA f rore max.; stainless steel water, demister pads;
getting clogged with aM alass fiber p>Js. Licensee to review for
water, incorporation into

their PM program.
1

I

4

1
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SAFETY ~; DES!CN BA$fS OFSAR DESC91PTIcir*/ TECHNICAL .SURVEILt.ANCE AND NOTES AND
FUNCilfW | ' REQUIREMENTS .CVALUATIONS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES CDPeOTS |,

Electric ifesting Cuit DIT 10855-03.48. Seci 6.8.1: Designed to Sec 4.6.5.3.2.b. : Every NC.op-ST.GU-0001: Recent analysis by
Sec. 2.2.3: -4 stages at handte saturated air to 31 days initiate flow Performed monthly; part licensee, in response

Maintains the prccess 25 KW ecch; 480 Vac; to 140*F; peek heating through HEPA filters and of procedure checks to blown fuse problems
'

air flow hnidity rated airflow at 30,000' requirement of 342,000 CAS for to hours with' that the heaters' on scoe of the FRVS-RS
tess than 70% ' .. CFM; fin and ttd>e type STL*/hr at 30,000 CFM; heaters on to reduce current draw on each of heaters white
relative htnidity to., made of nickel and 100 KW heater co.. trolled buildup of moisture on the three paases is 114 to operating heaters at
assure chsrecal chromit.sn. by a htaidistat. CAS and HEPA filters 126 ams. 100% output for 10
adsorber efficiency. hours, demons + rated

sec 4.6.5.3.2.e.3.: At NC.1C-CC.CO-0005 that the heater
least once per eighteen through 0010: cipa:ity is ever
months verify the heaters Procedures perform test sized. The conthly 3

'dissipate 100 s10 KW and and calibration of the test now runs the
that RN is m&,intained less heater control channets heaters at 100% outen
than 70% through the CAS for TRVS-RS units AVM- just long enough to
by performing a channet 213 through FVtf-213 take the required

'calibration on the respectively. readings; hireidistat
hueidity controt controller is then
instrunentation. NC.tC-SC.GU 0004 returned to 55%; this i

through UG14: methodology appears .

Procedures perfornt c.onsistent with the TS *

calibration of the requirements and of i
!humidistat sensors used standard TS as weit.

in the heater controls '

for FRVS-29 units IVH- .

213 through FVM-213 i
respactively.

i

i

I

.
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SAFETY DESIGN BASIS tFSAR DESCRIPTIONS / TECnNICAL SURVEILLANCE AND NOTES AND
fimCTION REQUIREMENTS y EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE t SPELIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDUWES 3_ COPHE NT S

Upstream and O!T 10855-03 35, Sec 6.8.1: Upstream Sec 4.6.5.3.2.c.1.: Every NC.RP-ST.00-0001: This Actual test results
Downstream HEPA Sec. 2.2.3: 30 cetts HEPA filter removes 18 raonths or spon surveillance tests the irdicate penetratim -

filters per MEPA unit; 99.97% discrete particulate deterinination that the efficiency of the' values of <0.01%;
minimum recovat _. matter before the . HEPA filters could have upstr?ars and downstrearn total allowable

Filters reev e efficiency; rated at airstream reaches the been degraded, verif y the HEPA filters. Limits pressure drop in4

4 particulate matter in 30,000 CFM sir flow; CAS; HEPA filter subsystem satisfies the max. penetration to procedure is 8" WG;
'

the air stream. 3.0" WG v essure drop downstream of the CLS in-place penetration <0.05%. Procedu e alsa actual total pressure
*

when die W; made of - collects carbon fines testing criteria of less measures the pressure drops are on the order
glass fiber. and provides redundant than 0.05% using the test drop across each MEPA of 2.5" WG; procedure

protection against procedures guidance of RG filter and the CAS as regJires changcaut of
particulate release in 1.52, and that system flow well as totst pressure any kEPA filter with.

case of failure of the rates are 30,000 CFM 210%. drop across the filter greater than a 2" WG
upstream HEPA filter train.' Man. allowed pressure drop prior to t

*
bank. Sec 4.6.5.3.2.e.1. Every fitter traire pressure proceeding with the

18 months verify the drop is < 8.0" WG. procedure.
pressure drop across the
con 61ned HEPA fitters and MC.!C-FT.GU-0001: This
CAS is less than 8a WG procedure 's used in
while operating the fitter conjunction with the
train at 30,000 CFM 210%. above for oistaining

filter trai- flowrates ,

Sec 4.6.5.3.2.f.: After using a traversing

each cereplete or partial probe method.
reptscement of a HEPA Acceptable flowrate

'

filter bank, perform the must be between 27,000 'i
actions of 4.6.5.3.2.c.f. to 33,000 CFM.

|abovefortheeffectedfilter bank.

|

|
,

'b
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4
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'SAFETT DES 1CN RASIS OFSAR DESCRIPTIONS / TECHNICA6 $URVE!LLANCE AND WOTES AND

'

__

|FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE SPE C! FICAt IONS PLANT PROCEDURES _ COMME NTS

Every | HC.RP-ST.GU-0001:Charcoat Adsorber DIT 10855-03.48 Sec. 6.8.1: Each Sec 4.6.5.3.2.c.1.: This TS penetration test of
Section (CAS) Sec. 2.2.3: 2* thick adsorber is assigned a 13 ennths or upon surveittance test 7.5% is a recent , '

bed; rated for 30,000 decontamination determination that the CAS provides instruct { ors change as allowed by
Charcoal adsorbers CFM; rated for 951 efficiency of 95% for could h we been degraded, f or reecvat of the TS amendnent. 7.5%
are designed to efficiency in removing radioactive iodine as verify the subsystem charcoal test cacisters assures a charcoat
remove radioactive methyl.fodide with intet elemental iodine (12) satisfies the in-place and for recording of removat efficiency of
particulate and' air at 70% RN; contact and 05% removal for penetration testing test results when 80%; this, in
olemental forms of time of 1/4 second; radioactive iodine as criteria of less than raceived from the conjunction with the +

iodine. charcoat ignition methyl iodide (CH3!) 0.05% using the test Laboratory. Procedure FRVS-VS charcoat
temperat*.r- of 340*C. when passing through the procedures guidance of RG also performs the removat efficiency of |

charcoal at 70% RN and 1.52, and that system flow penetration test of the >95% ensures a
1l30*C. rates are 30,000 CFM 210%. CAS. Lab results must corrhined overall

show methyt iodide iodine removat
Sec 4.6.5.3.2.c.2.. In penetration of less ef ficiency of >99%
combination with the above than 7.5%. In-place prior to discharge to
TS requirement, within 31 penetration test of the +he environm nt,
days after removat from filter must show <0.05% consistent with values

'
the FRVS unit, that penetration. assumed in the
laboratory analysis of a accident analyses. ,

carbon sarrple meets the !

'requirements of RG 1.52 by 720 hour clock reset
shoHing methyt iodide eaCh time HC.RP*SI.GU*
penetration of <7.5%. 0001 is performed.

Sec 4.6.5.3.2.d.: After
720 hours of operation,
perform Lae actions of '

4.6.5.3.2.c.2. above. j

Sec 4.6.5.3.2.g.: After
.

!
each corrotete or partial ,

replacement .Jf a CAS
perform the actions of
4.6.5.3.2.c.1. above for
the affected CAS.

i ?

!

t

|

|
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SAFETY DESIGN EASIS - t!FSAR DESCRIPTIONS / TECHNICAL SURYEILLANCE AND NOTES AND
FUNCTION Rfou!REMEaliS EVALUAt!ONS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES COMMENTS

Fans arri darrpers ' DIT 10855-03.48. Sec 6.8.1: Fans start Sec 4.6.5,3.2.c.3.: HC.!C-FT.GU-0001: This
Sec. 2.2.3: Each trit - on LOCA initiation Every 18 months, verify procedure provides

Dampers cpen to has a centrifugal fan. signal (PCIS) and the systern floweste of instructions for the
provide flow path eated at 30,000 CFM; carrpers reposition. Air 30,00ta CfM t10% for each flow rate testing of
srv2 dans provide direct drive off of a flow is maintained at a FRys RS tanit when tested FRVS filtration units
mot we force for 150 MP motor; 480 Vac; constant rate by law ANSI N510-1980. In accordance with ANSI,

i roving air through- made of steel. modulating the fan intet N510-1980. Flowrate
the units. vanes in response to See 4.6.5.3.2.e l : must be between 27,000

flow sensor s mounted in Every 18 months, verify and 33,000 CFM.
;

the ductwork. that the fitter train
starts and isolation HC.0P-ST.GU-0004: This
danpers open on a marual procedure initiates
test signal and from a FRVS annually and
simulated automatic automaticatty and
init M ion signal. verifies that the

appropriate fans start
and that the isolation
daepers open for the
actuated units. ,

*
-
-
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I. SAFETY- DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCP 'TIONS/ TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE AND NOTES AND

PLANT PROCEDURES CO H NTS
EVALUATIONS' -: DANCE SPECIFICATIONS

_
-

gf FUNCTION REGJtREMENTS '

- ----
- r

' F2VS-VS Particulate
| and Elemental Iodine
j Removal; Two

_

j | irdependent units

Electric Heating DIT 20855-OL48, Sec 6.8.2: Designed to Sec 4.6.5.3.1.b.: Every MC.OP-ST.GU-0001:

Colt .Sec. 2.2,4: Coit rated handte saturated air up 31 days initiate flow Performed monthly; part
,

at.32 Kv; 480 Vac; rated to 107*F; peak heating through HEPA fitters and of procedure cuecks
'

Maintains tne airflow at 9,000 CFM; requirement of 109,000 CAS for 10 hours with that the heaters'

process air flow Fin and tube type stade BTU /hr at 9,000 CFM; 32 heaters on to reduce ot.-tput is between 36.6

h midity less than of nicket and chromium. KW beater controtted by buildup of solsture <c to 40.4 ams on each
a humidistat. the CAS and HEPA filters #1ase.

| 70% RH to assure
l charcoat adsorber Sec 4.6.5.3.1.e.3. - At NC.1C CC.CU-0011 and
i

efficiency.
teast once per e'ght m 00,12: Procedures
months ve.*ify the heaters perform test and

, dissipate 32 13 KW and calibration of the
>

that RH is maintained heater control channets
I tess than 70% through the for TRYS-VS units AVM-

t; CAS by performing a 206 and 8vH-206
k channel calibration on respectively."

| t'ie htsnidity control

inst rt.rwnt at ion. PC.fC-SC.GO-0015 and
2Q.16: Procedures j

aperform catibr> ion of
fthe hmidistat :ensors

used in the heater
controts for FRVS-VS
units AVH-206 and BvH-
206 respectivety.

{

9
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SAFETY DESIGN BASIS UFSAR DESCRIFi!ONS/ 1ECHNICAL SURVEILt.ANCE AND ' NOTES ANDi

f)FUNCTION ' PE00!$EMENTS FVALUATIONS/ GUIDANCE'' SPECIflCATIONS PLANT P90CE00RES | COMM*NTS

HEPA Fitters DIT10855-D3.485Sec. See. 6.8.2: HEPA filter- Sec 4.6.5.3.1.c.1.: Every 'fC. RP-S T .Gtt-0002: This Actual test results
2.2.4: 9 cetts per HEPA is located d,2wnstream of 18 months or upon surveittav e tests the Irv3icate perrstraticn

Fitter removes tsilt; 99.97% mininue the CAS and removes det ermina t io:) that the e*ficiency of the HEPA values of <0.01%;
particulate matter in removal efficiency; carbon fines. hEPA fitter ;ould have filter. Test results total allowable
the air stream. rated at 9,000 CFM air been degraded, verify the eiust show penetration pressure drop ini

I flow; 3.0" WG pressure subsystem setisfies the of <0.05%. Procedure procedure is 5" WG;
|' drop when dirty; made of in-place penetration also measures the actual total pressure '

glass fiber, testing criteria of less pressure drop across drops are on the order
than 0.05% using the test the HEPA filter and CAS of 1.3" WC; procedure

,

procedures guidance of RG as well as total requires changeout of
1.52, and that systen flow pressure drop across any HEPA filter with
rates are 9,000 CFM 210%. the filter train. greater than a Za WG

Total pressure drop pressure drop prior to
Sec 4.6.5.3.1.e.1.: Every sust be <5" WG. proceeding with the
15 months verify the precedure.
pressure drop across the HC.fC-FT.GU-0001: This
cortined HEPA filters and procedure is used in
CAS is less than 5" WG conjunction wi+h the '

s

while operating the filter above fo- obta sing
train at 9,000 CFM 210%. filter train f' wrates

using a traverseng
Sec 4.6.5.3.1.f.: After probe method. Flowrate
each complete or partial must be between 8100
repiscement of a ?! EPA and 9900 CFM. [

filter bank, perform the
actions of 4.6.5.3.1.c.1. *

atysve for the af fected

fitter bank.

.

, _.
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. SAFETY DESIGil BASIS . (JFSAR DESCRIPi!ONS/
_ SPECIFICATIONS PtANT Pit 0CEDURES COMMtP4

TECH:siCAL SUPVEILLANCE'A C - "nTES AND
iTUNCTION RfQUIREMENTS EVALUATIONS /CuiDANCE

.
. . i !

Charcoat Adsorber DIT 10855-03.48 . See 6.8.2: Each Sec 4.6.5.3.1.c.1.: Every PC.RP-ST.Gu 0002: This 720 hou- time clock
Section (RAS) Sec. 2.2.4: 2" thick adsort:er -li assigned a 18 months or upon surveillance test reset each time the !

. . .
bed; rated for 9,000 ' decontamination determination that the CAS provides instructions surveillance is

Charcoat adsorbers CFM; rated for 95% efficiency of 95% for could have been degraded, for removat of the performed.
| are designed to effic!ency in feroving radioactive iodine es ' verify the subsystee . charcoat test canisters

remove rad!c 4tive s. ethyl irW!ds with ir.t:t !!mtet M% (1p satisfies the in place and for recording of
p*rticulate and air at 70*. RH; contact and 95% removal for penetration testing test results when

y elemental forms of time of 1/4 second,, radioactive lodine as criteria of less than received frors the
* lodine. charcoat ignition ' methyt iodide (CH31) 0.05% using the test laboratory. Procedur e

temperature of 340*C when passirg through the procedures guidance cf RG also performs the
charcoal at 70% RH and 1.52, and that system flow penetration test of the

,

30*C. rates are 9,000 CTM * E%. CAS. Penetratien test
sust sh a <0.05%. Lab

Sec 4.6.5.3.1.c,2.: In results must show
combinatiori with the above methyl iodide
TS requirement, within 31 penetration of <1.0%.
days arter removal from
the (Rys unit, that
laboratory analysis of a -

carbon sopple meets the
require w ts of RG 1.52 by
showing methyl iodide
penetration of <1%.

Sec 4.6.5.3.1.d.. After
720 hours of operation,
perform the actions of
4.6.5.3.1.c.2. above.

Sec 4.6.5.3.1.g.- After
each conptete or partial
replacement of a CAS |

'

perform the actions of
4.6.5.3.1.c.1. above for
the af fected CAS. )

11
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SAFETY DESIGN b;''!S 3 UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS / - TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE AND NOTES AND j

FUNCTION REQUIREMEh.S | EVALUATIONS / GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS PLANT PROCEDURES COMMENTS |
t ,

FRYS R8 Drawdown
Crpsbility

.m

|

Fans and Dappers DIT'10855-D3.48, Sec 6.8.2: One fan Sec 4.6.5.3.1.e.3.- Every NC.1C-FT.GU-0001+ This

,Sec. 2.2.4: Each unit starts cn a LOCA 18 months, verify the procedure provides

Fan provides motive has a centrifugal fan initiation signal system flowrate of 9,000 instructions for the
force for exhausting rated at 9,000 CFM; (PCIS). Standby fan wilt CFM 110% for each FRVS-VS ficw rate testing of

treated air to the direct drive off of a 25 start if tead fan dcM unit when tested iaw AN!! FRVS filtretion units

environment. HP motor; 460 Vac; steet not. Air flow is N510-1980. in acec.rdance with ANSI
N510 1980. Flowroteconstruction. initially 9,000 CFM

Danpers open to untit pressure Sec 4.6.5.3.1. e.2. . Every nust be between 5100

provide flowpath and differential between AB 18 montns, verify that the and 9900 CFM.

then modulate exhaust ano environment fitter train selected to
flowrate to maintain reachu, -1/4" WG at AUTO-LEAD starts and MC.0P-ST.GU-0004: This

the -1/4" WG pressure which time the davipers isolation danpers open on procedure initiates

differential between modulate the exhaust a manual test signat and FRVS ranuatty and

the Reactor Building rate (to a minimum of from a . simulated automatic automatically and

and the environment. 250 CFM) to maintain the initiation signal. verifies that the

differential pressure. appropriate fan starts

Sec 4.6. 5.1.c .1.a vf 2. . and that the isolation
At least once per 15 da pers open for the
months, verify that t' e j actuated units.
FRVS wilt draw down the
secondary containment MC.0P-ST.GU-0CO2: This
(i.e., RB) to to.25a procedure initiates
vacuum WG in 5375 seconds FRVS and verifies that
and operate FRVS for 4 the system can drawdown
hours white maintaining the RB within the

; 10.25" vacuum WG in prescribed time limit
| secondary containment at a and maintain the
I flowrate (vent system required pressure

exhaust flowrate) not differential over an
exceeding 3324 CFM. extended period of

|time.
.

12
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SAFEik- DESIGN BASIS ' UFSAR DESCRIPTIONS / TECHNICAL- SURVEILLANCE AND NOTEt AND-
FUNCTION - REQUIREMENTS EVALU/.il0NS/ GUIDANCE SPECIFICATIONS ' PLANT PROCEDURES COMMENTS

,

Reactor Building
h otation Functton -

!
Reactor Buit' ding DIT 10855-03.48. Sec. .Sec. 9.4.2 M : R8VS is- Sec 4.6.5.2.b. and c.: PC.0P-ST.CU-0004t This Actual closure times I

!

isolation Dampers M: RBys is equipped' a non-safety related. The four RBVS automatic procedure verifies that' are on the order'of *

with two Class 1E-' system; however, the isolation dampers listed.. the dampers go closed- <2.5 seconds.
Two supply and two isolation daepers each- - isolation campers are in TS Tabte 3.6.3.2-1 during the performanca yexhsust danpers close on the intet stpply and considered safety- shall be d inonstrated of the 18 month FRVS ion a PCIS actuation. on the exhaust ducts. related. Upon receipt of operable at least once per initiation test. i,

2 a PCIS the isolation 18 months by verifying
. ;

dacpers isolate the that on a PCIS test ~ MC.0P-ST.CR-0002: This
Reactor Building within signal, each isolation procedure fests the -k

10 seconds. The rapid c'amper actuates to its closure times of the
response time limits any- isolation position;.and isolation danpers on a

4 uncontrotted release of that at least every 92 quarterly basis.
radioactivity to the 1 cap, that the dacpers Clorure time must te 57 fenvironment. FRYS also i+ late within their time, seconds.

, initiates and a:ts as timit t<7 seconds).
! the barrier to release !

of radioactivity by '
i

maintaining the RB at a I

negative pressure and by
filtering the RB air *

i s prior to discharee. !,

!

!
,
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'

EctsonLContacted

-bhlig Service Electric _3nd Gas ComrL y:

* M. Cirelly, Stat:on Licensing Engineer
'

J. Clancy, Radiation Protection / Chemistry
D. Cooley, Onsite Safet; Revie's Gngineer
C.- Fuhrmeister, NSSS System Eagineer*

M. Farschon, GE Site Representative*

* S. Funsten, Hope Creek Maintenance / Planning Manager-

R. Griffith, Sr., Station QA Mananger
B. liall, Hopv Creek Technical Manager*

'

* J. Hawrylak, I&C System Engineer
R. Hovey, Hope Creek Operations Manager
M. Idell, E&PB Mechanical Engineer

* S. Ketcham, Principal Engineer
E. Maloney, Station QA Supervisor*

!. Mokoid, BOP Technical Engineer
W. Mussel, Senior Staff Enginces*

* J. Ondish, Station IST Engineer
* P. Opsal, NSSS Technical Engineer.

_ L. Parris, Station IST Engineer*

D. Powell,_ Senior Nuc! car Shift Engineer*

* ' M._ Sesok, Atlantir. Electric Site Representative
G. Stith, BOP Sys*cm Engineer~*

A. Tramontana, N3SS System Engineer*

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

* T, Johnson, Senior Resident Inspector, Hope Creek / Salem
_

K.' Lathrop, Resident inspector, Hope Creek
*-- L. Bettenhausen, Chief, Operations Branch, DRS

* Attended the exit meeting on 4/21/92

'
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ATTACilMENT E

pocuments Reviewed

Iksicu llast.s Docuttleals I

|
PNO A41-3300-0032(01)-09, GE Prcoperational Test Program Specification Data j

Sheet (GE 22A2271 AZ), Rev 5 )
PNO-A41-3300-0037(01)-02, GE Preoperational Test Program Specification, Rev 2 |
PNO-A41-3610-0045(01)-03, GE Startup Test Specification, Rev 0 l

PNO-Ell-4010-0361(01)-07, RHR Design Specification (GE 22A4205), Rev 3
PNO-El 1-400,0362(01)-13, RHR Design Specification Data Sheet (GE 22A4305AA),

Rev 12
PNO-El1-4010-0097(01)-01, HPCI Desig'1 Specification (GE 22A6237), Rev 0
PNO-El 1-4010-0072(01)-10, HPCI Design Specification Data Sheet

(GE 22A6237AB), Rev 10

. DIT 10855-D3.35, Design, fnstallation and Test Specification for Residual Heat Removal for
the Hope Creek Generating Station, Rev 5

DIT 10855-D3.38, Design, Installation and Test Specificatis for High Pressure Coolant
Injection System for the Hope Creek Generating Station (Bechtel),
Rev 7

DIT 10855-D3.48, Design, Installation and Test Spc ", cation for Reactor Building Heating,
Ventilating and Cooling Systems for Hope Cieck Generating Station,
Rev 6

GEK-90353, High Pressure Coolant Injection System Operation and Maintenance
Instructions, 9/83

Encineerine Calcul.alions

Calculation SC-BC-0013, LPCI Injection Valve Interlock
Calculation 2219-11-66 (Q), Post-LOCA Drawdown Analysis, Rev 4

_

Calculation 12-25 (Q), Torus Volumes, Rev 3
L

! Adminis1rative Procedures
'

L HC.lC-DD.Z7e0020 (Z), Department Directive, Rosemount i153 Transmitter
Monitoring Program, Rev 2

HC.SA-AP.Z7e0051 (Q), Leakage Reduction Program, Rev 3
|

| Nuclear Departmnit Administrative Procedurn
|

NC.NA-AP.ZZ-0001 (Q), Nuclear Department Procedure System, Rev 3

!

l.
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Nucienr DenartmenL0ncineering Procedures

NC.VP-PO.ZZ-0006 (Q), Engineering Program, Rev 1

T_.nhnifal Services Department Administrative Procedures

TSSPP110, Technical Specification / Surveillance Procedure System Cross Reference hiatrix
Report, Rev 1,7/23/90

S_uryelliance and Fneineerine Test Proceduresm

HC.lC-CC.GU-0005 through -0010 (Q), Channel Calibration FRVS Channel hi-9379A ,

through hi-9379F, Recirculation Filter AVH213 through
FVH213 Heater Control {

HC lC-CC.GU-0011 (Q), Channel Calibration FRVS Division 1, Channel hi-9425A, Vent
,

Filter AVH206 heater Control, Rev 4
HC lC-CC.GU-0012 (Q), Channel Calibration FRVS Division 2, Channel hi 9425B, Vent

Filter BVH206 Heater Control, Rev 4
IC.IC-DC.ZZ-0030 (Q), Device / Equipment Calibration, Westinghouse and Tobar

Transmitters Model 75 DP and 32 DP, Rev 4
HC.IC-DC.ZZ-0070 (Q), Device / Equipment Calibration, Bailey Control Unit,

Type 721
HC.lC-DC.ZZ-0083 (Q), Device / Equipment Calibration, Bailey Edgewise

Indicator, Type RY, Rev 4
HC.lC-DC.ZZ-0088 (Q), Device / Equipment Calibration, Rosemount Differential Pressure

Transmitter biodels 1151,1152, and 1153, Rev 4
HC.IC-FT.GU-0001 (Q), Functional Test FRVS System Flow Measurements, Rev 2 -

HC.lC-LC.FD-0001 (Q), Loop Calibration, HPCI Turbine Speed Control System, Rev 1
HC.IC-SC.BJ-0002 (Q), Sensor Calibration, HPCI - Division 1, Channel E41-N651, Pump

Discharge Flow (Minimum Flow Bypass), Rev 1
HC lC-SC.BJ-0005 (Q), Sensor Calibration, HPCI - Division 1, Channel E41-N661 A,

Condensate Storage Tank Level (Suction Transfer), Rev 4
HC.IC-SC.BJ-0006 (Q), Sensor Calibration, HPCI - Division 1, Channel E41-N661E,

Condensate Storage Tank Level (Suction Transfer), Rev 5
HC.lC-SC.FD-0011 (Q), Sensor Calibration, HPCI - Division 1, Channel

E41-N656A, Turbine Exhaust Pressure, Rev 2
HC.IC-SC.FD-0012 (Q), Sensor Calibration, HPCI - Division 1, Channel

E41-N656E, Turbine Exhaust Pressure, Rev 2
HC.lC-SC.GU-0009 through -0014 (Q), Sensor Calibration FRVS Channel M-9379A through

M-9379F, Recirculation Filter AVH213 through FVH213 Heater
Control

HC.IC-SC.GU-0015 (Q), Sensor Calibration PRVS-Division 1, Channel M-9425A, Vent
Filter AVH206 Heater Control, Rev 3

!

|
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HC.IC-SC.GU-0016 (Q), Sensor Calibration FRVS Division 2, Channel M-9425B, Vent ' !
Filter DVH206 Heater Control, Rev 3 1

.HC.IC-TR.BC-0001 (Q), ECCS-RHR/LPCI Initiation Response Time Evaluation, Rev 0 ;

HC.lC-TR.BJ-0001 (Q), ECCS - HPCI Initiation Response Time Evaluation, Rev 2 l

HC.htD-GP.ZZ-0085 (Q), Safety / Relief Valve Leak Testing and Setpoint |
Adjustments, Rev 3

,

'

HC.OP-DL.ZZ-GC03 (Q), Log 3 Control Console Log Condition 1, 2, and 3, Rev 12
1;C.OP DL.ZZ-0026 (Q), Surveillance Log, Rev 34
HC.OP-IS.BC-0101 (Q), RHR Subsystem A Valves 92 Day Surveillance, Rev 10
HC.OP.IS-BC-0102 (Q), RHR Subsystem B Valves 92 Day Surveillance, Rev 10
HC.OP IS.BC-0103 (Q), RHR Subsystem C Valves 92 Day Surveillancc, Rev 6

' HC.OP-IS.BC-0104 (Q), RHR Subsystem D Valves 92 Day Surveillance, Rev 8
HC.OP IS.BC-0105 (Q), RHR System Valves - Cold Shutdown, Rev 5
HC.OP IS.BC-0001 (Q), A RHR Pump AP202 92 Day Surveilliance Ter.t, Rev 8
HC.OP-IS.BC-0002 (Q), C RHR Pump AP202 92 Day Surveilliance Test, Rev 8

,

HC.OP-IS.BC-0003 (Q), B RHR Pump AP202 92 Day Surveilliance Test, Rev 8
*

HC.OP-IS.BC-0004 (Q), D RHR Pump AP202 92 Day Surveilliance Test, Rev 8
HC.OP-IS.BJ-0001 (Q), HPCl Main and Booster Pump Set - OP204 and OP217 - inservice

Test, Rev- 18
HC.OP-IS.BJ-0002 (Q), HPCI Jockey Pump-AP228 - Inservice Test, Rev 8
HC.OP-IS.BJ-0101 (Q), High Pressurr Coolant Injection System Valves - Inservice Test
HC.OP 'iS.BJ-0102.(Q), High Pressure Coolant Injection System - Cold Shutdown - Inservice

Test, Rev 7
HC.OP-SO.GU-0001 (Q), Filtration, Recirculation and Ventilation System Operation, Rev 5
HC.OP-ST.BC-0001 (Q), RHR Piping Flowpath - Month'y, Rev 5

<HC.OP-ST.BC-0004 (Q), LPCI Subsystem A ECCS Time Response Functional Test, Rev 1
HC.OP-ST.BC-0005 (Q), LPCI Subsystem B ECCS 'ume Response Functional Test. Rev 1
HC.OP-ST.BC-0006 (Q), LPCI Subsystem C ECCS Time Response Functional Test, Rev 2
HC.OP-ST.BC-0007 (Q), LPCI Subsystem D_ ECCS Time Response Functional Test, Rev 1
HC.OP-STiBD-0003 (Q), RCIC Functional and Flow Verification - 18 Month, Rev 3

'

HC.OP-ST.BJ-0001 (Q),' HPCI System Piping and Flow Path Verification - Monthly,
Rev 6

HC.OP-ST.BJ-0002 (Q), HPCI System Functional Test (Low Pressure) - 18 Months,
Rev 8 -

HC.OP-ST.GR-0002 (Q), RBVS Damper Operability Test - Quarterly, Rev 3
HC.OP-ST.GU-0002 (Q), Reactor Building Integrity Functional Test-18 Months, Rev 1
HC.OP-ST.GU-0004 (Q), FRVS Initiation Test-18 Months, Rev 3
HC.RP-ST.GU-0001 (Q), FRVS Recirculation-ESF Atmosphere Cleanup System

Surveillance, Rev 9
.HC.RP-ST.GU-0002 (Q), FRVS Ventilation-ESF Atmosphere Cleanup System Surveillance,-

- Rev 3
HC.RP-ST.GU-0003 (Q), Volatile Chemical Control Surveillance, Rev 0
HC.SS-IS.ZZ-0010 (Q), Type C Local Leakage Rate Testing, Rev 1
HC.TE-PR.ZZ-0002 (Q), Performance Parameter Monitoring, Trending and Analysis,

Rev 2

.
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M9-lLP-03H, Type "C" Local I.cak Rate Test Procedure Hope Creek, Rev 2

PTP-BJ-1, High Presture Coolant injection Preoperational Test Procedure, Rev 0

Nuclear Tr;irling Ceilter lesson Plans

302H-000.00H-000026-13, High Pressure Coolant Injection System, 10/08/91
302H-000-00H-000028-10. Residual Heat Removal System,11/8/91
302H-000-00H-000042-07, Reactor Building Ventilation, 10/15/91

Drawinn

M-08-0 (Q), Condensate and Refueling Water Storage and Transfer P&lD, Rev 23
M-41-1 (Q), Nuclear Boiler P&lD, Rev 21
M-49-1 (Q), Reactor Core Isolation Cooling P&lD, Rev 21
M-50-1 (Q),' RCIC Pump Turbine P&ID, Rev 23
M-51-1 (Q), Residual Heat Removal System P&lD, Rev 27
M-55-.1 (Q), High Pressure Coolant Injection P&lD, Rev 27
M-56-1 (Q), HPCI Pump TurNne P&ID, Rev 16
M 83-1 (Q), Reactor Building Supply Control Diagram P&ID, Rev 19
M-84-1. (Q),. Reactor Building Exhaust Control Diagram P&ID, Rev 22

A-lll83-P, CST Construction Drawing, Sharpsville Steel Fabricators, Inc., Rev C

69 XC-103, HPCI Turbine Stop Valve, Schutte & Koerting Co., Rev 5

Miscellaneous

Gil Memo HGCS-L-92-014, HPCI Flow Rate, M. Farschon (GE) to P. Opsal (PSE&G),
4/21/92

PSE&G Special Report 88-00M3,11/28/88, LER on HPCI actuation following a feedwater
transient s , s/26/88

PSE&G Special Report 90-003- u,4/17/90, f FR on HPCI actuation following a feedwater
transient on 3/19/90

Reg Guide 1.52, Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-
Safety Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and
Adsorption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, Rev 2,
March 1978

ANSI N509-1976, Nuclear Power Plant Air Cleaning Units and Components
ANSI N510-1980, Testing of Nuclear Air-Cleaning Systems
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Table of Abbreviations and Acronyrus

ac - alternating current
ADS- Automatic Depressurization System
ANSI - American National Standards Institute
AOV- Air Operated Valve
API - American Petroleum Institute
ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials
ATWS- Anticipated Transient Without Scram
BC - System designator for RHR
BJ - System designator for HPCI
B&PV - Boiler and Pressu:e Vessel (Code)
BTU - British Thermal Unit
C- Centigrade
CAS- Channel Adsorber Section
CB- Containment Building
cc - cubic centimeters
CC- Channel Calibration
C/D - Cooldown
CFM - Cubic Feet per Minute
CFR - Code of Federal Regulations
CIA - Containment Isolation, Phase A
CIB - Containment Isolation, Phase B
CIV - Containment Isolation Valve
CS - Core Spray System

'

CST - Condensate Storage Tank L

DBD- Design Basis Document
DC- Device Calibration
DIT - Design, Installation, and Test Specification
DOP- Dioctylphthalate Particles
"L- Department Log
U/p - differential pressure
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EDG- Emergency Diesel Generator
E&PB - Er.gineering and Plant Betterment
ESF - Engineered Safety Feature
F- Fahrenheit
FCV - Flow Control Valve
FI - Flow Indicator
FIC - Flow Indicator Controller
FPM - Feet Per Minute
FRVS - Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation System
FRVS-RS - FRVS Recirculation Subsystem

,
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FRVS VS -. FRVS Ventilation Subsystem
FT - Functional Test
FW - Feedwater
GDC-- General Design Criterion
G E -- General Electric Company
GETARS - General Electric Transient Analysis And Recording System
GL- Generic Lctter
gpm- gallons per minute
GR- System designator for RBVS
GU- System designator for FRVS
HC- Hope Creek
HCGS- _ Hope Creek Generating Station
HEPA - - High Efficiency Particulate Air (Filter)

- HP _- Horsepower
HPCI - High Pressure Coolant Injection
HX-- = Heat Exchanger
iaw - in accordance with

- IC - Instrument Calibration Procedure
I&C- Instrumentation and Control
IS - Inservice Test procedure

Inservice InspectionISI'-
IST ' . Inservice Test program-

- IWP - - ASME Section XI Chapter on Pump Testing
IWV -- ASME Section XI Chapter on Valve Testing
KW -- Kilowatts
LBLOCA -- Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident

'LCO - . Limiting Condition for Operation
L1 - - Level Indicatoc

- LIC - Level Indicator Controller
LOOP- -. Loss of offsite power

-

;

LPCI- . Low Pressure Coolant Injection
-. m - meter

3m- cubic meters
MCB - Main Control Board
MD- - Maintenance Department Procedure
mfg.- manufacturer
MOV- . Motor Operated Valve
MS'- . Main Steam
MW- Megawatts

:MWR- Maintenance Work Request
NEAP- Nuclear Engineering Administrative Procedure
NED- Nuclear Engineering Department
NPSH -- Net Positive Suction Head
NPSHa - Net Positive Suction Head available
NPSHr - Net Positive Suction Head required
NRC-- Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,

L
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NSSS- Nuclear Steam Supply System
PCIS - Primary Containment Isolation Signal
PCV - Pressure Control Valve
P1 - Pressure Indicator
PIC - Pressure Indicator Controller
P&ID - Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
PM - Preventive Maintenance
ppm - parts per million
PRV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
psia - pounds per square inch absolute
psid - pounds per square inch differential
psig - pounds per square inch gauge
(Q)- Safety Related (Quality)
RB- Reactor Building
RBVS - Reactor Building Ventilation System
Rev - Revision
RG - Regulatory Guide
RH - Relative Humidity
RHR- Residual Heat Removal
RM- Radiation Monitor
RP- Respiratory Protection Department
RPV - Reactor Pressure Vessel
rpm - revolutions per minute
SA - Sampling Procedure
SACS - Safety Auxiliary Cooling System
SBLOCA - Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident
SC - Sensor Calibration Procedure
sccm - -standard cubic centimeters per minute
scf - standard cubic feet
scfd . standard cubic feet per oay
scfh;- standard cubic feet per hour
scfm - standard cubic feet per minute
SIL - Service Information Letter
S O .- System Operating Procedure
SOV- _ Solenoid Operated Valve
SS - Site Services Department

_ ST - Surveillance Test
SW- Service Water
TD - - Turbine Driven
TDH- Total Developed Head
TIL - Technical Information letter
TR - Time Response Procedure
TS - Technical Specifications
UFSAR - Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
Vac- Volts - alternating current;

' VTM - ' Vendor Technical Manual
|

L-
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' WG . -Water Gauge (pressuje)
w/ . with
ZZ- General system applii: ability

'

Approximately qual to=- -

> -. greater than
< -- less than
2- greater than or equal to:-

,

5- less than or equal to
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